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Abstract
The development of sustainable Aboriginal tourism products remains one of the most difficult and elusive task
for the emerging Aboriginal tourism sector since its recognition on the Australian tourism scene in the mid 80s.
Presenting the image and marketing the attributes of Aboriginal culture as an exotic symbol of Australia has
always been relatively easier than developing the substance and cultural content that can be delivered to potential
paying customers. While issues with product development remain significant for most Australian tourism
regions, remote regions of North and Central Australia are often expected (by tourists and by the tourism
industry in general) to offer noteworthy opportunities linked with Aboriginal culture to tourists, despite the
considerable uncertainty that exists with respect to the expectations of tourists relating to Aboriginal cultural
experiences (Tremblay 2007).
Tourism NT has investigated a number of approaches to further Indigenous tourism products of interest to
tourists. Among those, opportunities that focus on visitors who hold a specific interest in a deeper engagement
with culturally based Aboriginal tourism experiences seem prominent. This builds on a well-established
approach to new product development recommended in contexts of uncertain or volatile customer preferences.
The main strategy is to identify likely early product adopters (for a certain category of need, product or
experience type) and involve them in product innovation, development or design. The terms ‘Learning Markets’
were coined in the context of Aboriginal tourism as referring to ‘educational travel markets specifically driven to
visit the Northern Territory (NT) for their interest in Aboriginal culture, Aboriginal land and Aboriginal art in
the NT (Hall, 2006).
This proposal arose from the scoping study Discussion Paper on Future Directions for Northern Territory
Indigenous Tourism and Learning Markets (James, 2006).
To a certain extent, the re-labelled Learning Markets of today constitute the extension of the ‘alternative
travel’ revolution of the late 1980s which has had a central interest in Indigenous tourism experiences
worldwide. But the challenges of Aboriginal product development in Australia do not only lie with the
uncertainty of market-side preferences and needs. They extend to the coordination required to sustain
commercially viable and culturally sustainable product concepts that appear seamless to the market. This usually
requires the involvement of diverse stakeholders and the development of collaboration processes linking the
various Aboriginal experience producers and communities, tourism services providers and the travel distribution
networks linking them to source markets. Alternative organisational models are being conceived and trialled to
generate and supply these new experiences in formats that are suitable to both the producers (seeking recognition
and participation in various components of the supply process) and to differentiate consumers (also seeking
participation in the design accompanied with flexibility and discerning packaging). While state, territory and
federal tourism agencies see Aboriginal cultural experiences as an area to capitalise on, eager to further their
efforts in connecting Aboriginal product to such markets, the logistical challenges and challenges linked with
resources coordination required can be overwhelming in remote regions and deprived communities.
Following the recognition of the significant management challenges involved in bringing such producers and
consumers together, the action research project behind this report investigated the possibility of Indigenous
operators collaborating in developing a Learning Markets cluster in Central Australia, a concept initiated by
Tourism NT in October 2006 (Hall, 2006) that led to the scoping study by James (2006) which then provided the
impetus for this research project.
The present report describes an exploratory (in its applied context) and experimental approach, to the extent
that it both trials and investigates the applicability of the ‘cluster concept’ as a way of harnessing the cooperative
efforts by a group of stakeholders who showed some interest in aligning their products to identified Learning
Markets connected with Central Australia. The project can be characterised as action research insofar as it
documents the difficulties and challenges confronted by a real group of Aboriginal and tourism stakeholders
connected through a regional destination and associated communities. In that context, a key part of the research
was to develop a pilot study itinerary to meet some of the demands of the Learning Markets sector. This project
included the development and evaluation of an Indigenous tourism action research method designed to produce
results of practical relevance for Indigenous tourism operators.
Furthermore, the design and critical evaluation of this research methodology (including the ethical aspects
considered) constitutes a most valuable component of this exploration, and is included in Chapter 3 of the report.
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The project was led by Joc Schmiechen, who conducted the bulk of the field research, in collaboration with
Dr Diana James, who provided and reviewed the methodological framework The main hypotheses supporting the
approach and actions involved in the project were that:
• The region of Central Australia offers unexploited opportunities (with respect to marketable Aboriginal
cultural experiences) that are relatively recognised and already attract Learning Markets. It is also a
successful tourism region itself serviced by sufficient tourism infrastructure, but in great need of
product/experiences diversification.
• Local Aboriginal tourism operators are best placed to connect tourist needs with Aboriginal cultural
experiences—and should constitute the key stakeholder group to drive the coordination of new product
development in the region.
• A geographical cluster linking the core operators with mainstream tourism services, Aboriginal
communities interested in the process and other distribution networks would eventually develop around
the initial core group.
• The development of the Learning Market cluster could eventually offer opportunities of value to more
mainstream operators, and affect positively the reputation and image of the region.
The action research process of collaboratively reflecting on and changing the project direction in
collaboration with Indigenous and other tourism stakeholders is examined and evaluated in this report. A number
of concurrent niche Learning Markets initiatives are briefly described and the study provides some detailed
background and analysis providing insights into past and present actions in connecting Aboriginal tourism to the
Learning Markets.
The project provided a valuable basis and methodology for the development of clusters (Chapter 2) but the
approach to clustering based on a central function played by ‘Aboriginal tourism operators’ was largely
unsuccessful. In particular, few operators attended Aboriginal tourism sector meetings initiated by Tourism NT
and Tourism Central Australia. Little interest was also displayed for the initiative of forming a group to work
with the Learning Markets, despite most operators indicating an interest (during direct interviews) in being part
of an organised program (itinerary). This led to the action research having to change direction and involving and
facilitating the development of a trial itinerary to be tested and evaluated. This later approach was strongly
supported by the participating operators.
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SUMMARY
Objectives of Study
It was intended that the project would utilise participatory action research suitable for Indigenous social and
cultural contexts while facilitating a specific pilot project that sets out to consult and engage with the Central
Australian Aboriginal tourism sector to form an ‘Aboriginal Tourism Cluster’ that would work cooperatively and
develop specific programs targeting the Learning Markets. This would lead to developing and testing a Learning
Markets itinerary establishing links with specialist distribution systems relevant for the Learning Markets sector.
It was expected that this would allow building the capacity of local Indigenous tourism operators to understand,
service and capitalise on this specialist market sector in the future.

Methodology
This project applied and evaluated Participatory Action Research Methodology (PARM) in the context of
developing a Learning Markets cluster of Indigenous tourism operators in Central Australia.
A literature review was undertaken with special emphasis on relevant Tourism NT records relating to the
development of Indigenous tourism Learning Markets. This review provides a brief overview of the history of
Aboriginal tourism within the Northern Territory Tourist Commission (NTTC)1. Operator and industry
consultation was undertaken through established channels such as the Central Australian Tourism Industry
Association (CATIA) and the Aboriginal Tourism sector meetings they initiated2. Aboriginal tourism operators
were also contacted directly and informed of a special meeting to discuss the project and form a possible ‘cluster
group’ interested in a cooperative approach to access the Learning Markets. Other information and opinion was
gathered through semi structured interviews.
While the project aimed at assessing the feasibility of a cluster implementation of Aboriginal product
development for relevant Learning Markets, its methodology also extended to the evaluation of the operational
and political challenges involved in such a process, which justified the utilisation of the PARM.
The following implicit hypotheses supported the overall method:
• The region of Central Australia offers unexploited opportunities (with respect to marketable Aboriginal
cultural experiences) that are relatively recognised and already attract Learning Markets. It is also a
successful tourism region itself serviced by sufficient tourism infrastructure, but in great need of
product/experiences diversification.
• Local Aboriginal tourism operators are best placed to connect tourist needs with Aboriginal cultural
experiences—and should constitute the key stakeholder group to drive the coordination of new product
development in the region.
• A geographical cluster linking the core operators with mainstream tourism services, Aboriginal
communities interested in the process and other distribution networks would eventually develop around
the initial core group.
• The development of the Learning Market cluster could eventually offer opportunities of value to more
mainstream operators, and affect positively the reputation and image of the region.
Key background questions focused on:
•
•

1

Is the formation of a business cluster an appropriate and desired structure for Indigenous tourism
operators in Central Australia to facilitate greater access to the Learning Markets?
Does an action research methodology that involves participation of Indigenous people in the tourism
industry in research provide results directly appropriate to their industry?

The Northern Territory Tourism Commission (NTTC) changed its name to Tourism NT in 2005
The Central Australian Tourism Industry Association (CATIA) also changed its name to Tourism Central Australia (TCA)
in 2006

2
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The main framework was developed by Hall (2006) while the hypotheses above were progressed by the main
investigators for this project. It was further believed that such structured and systematic action research methods
had not been applied to Indigenous tourism in Australia. Other fields such as education, health, and law and
community services have invested effort in developing new methodologies for working with Indigenous people
in Australia; however tourism research practice in this area remains superficial. At the same time there have long
been calls for research to produce more direct results for Indigenous tourism operators (Hall, 2006). This has led
to the formulation of an Indigenous tourism participatory action research methodology incorporating best
practice Indigenous research methodologies, Indigenous research ethics processes with the view to ensure
Indigenous participation in the research. The resulting methodology devised by Diana James and its application
is also critically assessed in terms of its theoretical research value and the practical outcomes it delivers to
Aboriginal operators. The results of this analysis are presented in Chapter 5.

Key Findings
Learning Markets have long been identified as presenting a major interest and opportunity for Aboriginal
tourism, but little progress has been made in attempting to harness them in a way capable of driving future
Aboriginal product development. The Northern Territory (NT) has had a long history of attempting to
proactively engage in this area of tourism development with varying success (Hall 2006). This market segment
tends to place cultural experiences at the centre of motivations to travel, and is relatively tolerant of the
uncertainty (in service delivery) and nature (in the form of more raw or unpolished tourism experiences)
associated with emerging products, Aboriginal tourism enterprises or community contexts.
Poor transfer of corporate knowledge is a perennial problem particular to state, federal and territory tourism
agencies. This especially affects Aboriginal tourism and the NT is a prime example. The former Northern
Territory Tourist Commission (now Tourism NT) has been at the forefront of developing, supporting and
marketing Aboriginal tourism since the mid 1980s. While applying the concept of ‘clusters’ (as a tool for
marketing coordination and product development) to the context of Aboriginal tourism has theoretical merits, its
practicality feasibility has not yet been demonstrated, for the reasons detailed in this report. The main result
emanating from the applied component of the project was the inability or unwillingness of Aboriginal tour
operators approached to get involved in actual collaboration for development, despite their prior expressions of
interest in the concept.
It remains unclear whether any of the hypotheses relating to the cluster – Learning Market approach
(described above) can be directly blamed, or whether the failure was linked with untimely implementation,
poorly communicated objectives or commitments. It is possible that the basis for clustering was excessively
narrow and that a more directly commercial approach would have been preferable, or that the readiness of the
stakeholders involved (in terms of resources and capabilities to engage) were misjudged. It remains therefore
impossible to endorse or reject the value of such clusters for the sake of integrating Aboriginal tourism
enterprises with other tourism stakeholders for the sake of steering product development for Aboriginal cultural
experiences. It remains that Aboriginal tourism operators in Central Australia have chosen not to form a special
interest sector within the Central Australia Tourism Industry Association (CATIA), and that few Indigenous
operators attended meetings. The reasons for this are not specifically explored in this report. However this lack
of recognition of the value of working together to enhance market share was an obstacle in attempting to gather a
meeting of operators to discuss the opportunities of the Learning Markets and to initiate a collaborative business
approach.
It would be highly simplistic to explain their choices simply in terms of a generalised lack of recognition of
the value of working cooperatively, although intra-sector competitive forces and cultural barriers between
different groups and families could have played a role. The research strongly suggests that to engage a group of
Aboriginal operators in developing or taking part of a product-itinerary for a particular market would require a
catalyst/facilitator (or champion) to initiate and drive the process.
The choice of such facilitators is likely to critical, and would involve such considerations as:
• perceptions of neutral or unaligned interests associated with leadership qualities;
• reputation in the region, expertise and access to superior local information or knowledge;
• enthusiasm and passion for the region/industry/market and local communities;
• A good relationship with key institutions (Tourism NT, Land Council counterparts, etc.) and ability to
get involved in a variety of marketing distribution channels (Indigenous Experiences Roadshow, the
Indigenous Tourism Product Manuals, etc.).
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Future Action
This study clearly identifies a number of key steps that should be considered for future actions to assist the
development of Aboriginal tourism generally and gain greater gains from the Learning Markets specifically:
• that while the project did not consider or undertake an analysis of capacity issues that demonstrate that
the failure of the project was caused by precisely attributable capacity gaps, it is likely that a more
coordinated support approach between the key agencies and other stakeholders to improve capacity
building, knowledge and awareness of how tourism works with some stakeholder groups would
beneficial;
• more support and recognition of the role of key facilitators/catalysts such as local operators, inbound
operators and specialist agents—and experimentation over possible models of leadership;
• development of an updated Learning Market strategy that takes into account past and current initiatives
and explicitly focuses on collaborative product development initiatives;
• fostering more specific tourism training options that meet Aboriginal needs and take into account
specific local social, economic and logistical conditions and support product development.

x
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Aim and Scope of Study
This project emerged as an initiative from Tourism NT which had funded an exploratory study of ‘Learning
Markets’ (James, 2006). The latter constitutes a composite tourism segment that is perceived as offering
opportunities for established and emerging Aboriginal tourism enterprises (Hall, 2006). Tourism NT considers
that focusing on the specific interests of this broad segment offers an original pathway into enhancing Aboriginal
product development, and supporting the Aboriginal tourism sector.
This project set out to undertake the following steps:
• to develop a structured and systematic action research method that can be applied to Indigenous tourism
research;
• to address Indigenous peoples’ concerns that research be relevant to their needs, comply with their
protocols regarding tangible and intangible cultural heritage and protect intellectual property;
• to evaluate the pilot project, Indigenous Tourism Operators’ Learning Markets Cluster in Central
Australia in terms of the Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology;
• to consult and engage with the Central Australian Aboriginal tourism sector to form an ‘Aboriginal
Tourism Cluster’ that would work cooperatively to develop specific programs targeting the Learning
Markets. One key outcome of practical value to Aboriginal operators would be to develop one or two
pilot itineraries linking Aboriginal operators to identified Learning Markets (consumers, agents, charter
operators, educational institutions and special interest groups such as Alumni associations).
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Chapter 2

Background
A Review of Tourism in Central Australia, Learning Markets and Cluster Approaches
to Tourism
This chapter provides an overview of past and current activities in the area of tourism development in Central
Australia, the emergence of the Learning Markets concept and its evolution. To place this project into a
developmental context it is important to have some understanding of the past history of the development of
Aboriginal tourism in the NT and prior involvement and initiatives in niche markets through the NTTC.

Brief Historical Background to the Development of Indigenous Tourism in
Central Australia
Central Australia has the distinction of hosting some of the earliest organised tourism activities in the NT, as
well as some leading Aboriginal cultural experiences in Australia. These were originally located around the
Lutheran Mission at Hermannsburg, 120 kilometres west of Alice Springs. In the late 1920s there was an
emerging visitation to Central Australia utilising motor vehicles in the form of both independent travellers and
organised groups including one of the first aeroplane safaris (Berzins, 2007, pp. 18–25). Hermannsburg, whose
is Indigenous place name is Ntaria, and the nearby Palm Valley were the initial feature destinations for this
interest. Aborigines and their culture were considered a major attraction with the Centre as one of the places to
see what was described as ‘this vanishing race’ still living a traditional lifestyle. The purchase of artefacts and
performance of corroborees were major attractions for these early tourists (Berzins, 2007, pp. 25, 28). Gus
Williams from Hermannsburg can most likely claim the distinction of being the first Aboriginal tourism operator
in Central Australia. Others had often worked as guides to early tourist groups such as the well known Tiger
Tjalkalieri before establishing his own business Western Aranda Tours (Berzins, 2007, p. 172).
With the creation of a specific focus on Aboriginal tourism in 1984 the NTTC began to actively promote and
develop the disparate Aboriginal tourism enterprises and opportunities. Throughout the 1990s there were
systematic attempts to develop that area with dedicated coordination-positions in Central Australia working with
product development and marketing of Aboriginal tourism in the region. Despite considerable resource, support,
funding and input from the NTTC and other related NT government and federal agencies Aboriginal tourism
enterprises have had limited success and fluctuated markedly in their commercial viability to the present day. For
instance, in 1995 there were 13 Aboriginal products offering tourists a range of experiences in Central Australia.
These included regular cultural presentations, homeland visits and safari tour operations. They comprised of a
mixture of Aboriginal owned enterprises such as Spencer Tours, Aboriginal Art and Culture Centre, Wallace
Rockhole, Lilla Tours; joint ventures such as the Red Centre Dreaming cultural performance and businesses that
employed and featured local Aboriginal people like Rod Steinert’s Aboriginal Dreamtime and Bushtucker Tour.
By 2003 there were only four documented and active Aboriginal owned tourism enterprises and another three
that regularly engaged Aboriginal people (Schmiechen, 2004, p. 66).
This apparent decrease in Aboriginal tourism product occurred when resources and effort in this area from
government support were also at an all time low, and previously devolved responsibilities of Aboriginal tourism
to the Office of Aboriginal Development (OAD) in 1999, which had limited success were being re-directed
towards NTTC (Schmiechen, 2007). Despite many models having been considered to develop Aboriginal
tourism, the factors contributing to the fragility of the Aboriginal tourism industry had not substantially changed
since Altman’s (1988, p161) observations:
Aboriginal people lack the managerial skills, tourist industry expertise and marketing experience to establish such
ventures. Furthermore, tourism enterprises have long lead times, often require high capitalisation, and are
extremely demanding during periods of high tourist interest.
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The decrease in Aboriginal tourism offerings in the Centre during this period was also possibly affected by
considerations such as the burn-out of senior Aboriginal guides, managers and directors who had established
successful companies and the lack of succession of management to appropriate younger Aboriginal people
(Schmiechen, 2007). The collapse of Ansett Airlines and the upheaval from the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attack on the US also severely impacted the tourism industry Australia wide and had a severe effect on Alice
Springs. These events further impacted on the notable decrease in Aboriginal tourism product in the Centre.
In 2005 Tourism NT again had an active Aboriginal Tourism Development Officer and funded
complementary tourism positions in the Central Land Council (CLC) and Northern Land Council (NLC). This
was primarily aimed at raising the awareness of the growing importance of Aboriginal tourism within these
bodies and providing the capacity to become more proactive in this area. This led to a stronger focus on
attempting to develop and establish new Aboriginal tourism products as well as supporting those already in the
business. There had been ongoing concerns to establish regional or local Aboriginal Tour Operators Association
and this concept was in turn actively supported by Tourism NT, but not matched with any great enthusiasm or
engagement from the few active Aboriginal operators. Tourism Central Australia (TCA—formerly CATIA) the
regional tourism organisation active around Alice Springs and Uluru took on the task of calling regular
Aboriginal tourism sector meetings to generate interest, attract new Aboriginal members and provide a forum for
discussion on furthering Aboriginal tourism.
In 2005 the Federal Government, as an outcome of the Tourism White Paper: A Medium to Long Term
Strategy for Tourism (DITR, 2003) initiated a $3.83 million mentoring program, Business Ready Program for
Indigenous Tourism. A Central Australian mentor based in Adelaide was appointed to look after six Aboriginal
tourism businesses. This initiative added to the efforts of Tourism NT, TCA and other agencies to develop
Aboriginal tourism enterprises. This paralleled a number of consultancies and research projects concerned with
the future of the Alice Springs which expressed the view that Aboriginal tourism constituted an absolutely
integral component of the future of tourism in Alice Springs (CSIRO Tourism Futures study, unpublished Morse
report to Tourism NT).
At the commencement of the present project in 2007 there were 24 enterprises that provided an Aboriginal
experience to tourists in Central Australia (including Uluru and the SA border region). These are a mixture of
Aboriginal-owned, partnerships, non Aboriginal-owned but focusing on cultural experience and employing
Aboriginal guides/performers, as well as one joint venture. These also include a number of emerging aspirants
who are looking to establish businesses (see Table 1). Aboriginal individuals, groups or communities have also
invested in other tourism properties such as a roadhouse, resort and lodge that constitute worthy enterprises but
do not directly contribute towards Aboriginal-cultural experiences of visitors. On the other hand, the numerous
Community Art Centres and some of commercial galleries in Alice Springs (with diverse ownership structures
and connections) play significant roles in the cultural experience of visitors to the region. There seems to have
been a noteworthy resurgence of such businesses, although many of these enterprises seem peripheral to tourism
and intermittent in their activity.
At the national level, Tourism Australia has played a significant leadership role in Aboriginal tourism with an
advisory group Indigenous Tourism Australia (ITA) which initiated the Indigenous Tourism Experience
Roadshow March 2007 taking 15 operators to Europe, an action which mirrored prior similar, but smaller,
initiatives driven by Tourism NT and SATC. Yet, there was no Central Australian representation with only two
Aboriginal operators (Kakadu and Nitmiluk) participating from the NT (TA, 2007). Complementing this
initiative a National Indigenous Tourism Product Manual was produced which showcased export- and marketready products and provided the most comprehensive and updated guide to the Indigenous tourism experiences
that can most readily be accessed by the tourism distribution system. One of the objectives of the product manual
was to deal with the acknowledged confusion often arising in the market when defining and attempting to
determine what is an authentic Indigenous tourism product, from an ownership or operational point of view
(Tourism Australia 2007, p. 6). In Central Australia, there were six ‘export’ ready and five ‘market’ ready
products listed (Commonwealth of Australia, 2007, pp. 19–32). It should be noted that Tourism NT has its own
specialist wholesale arm in Territory Discoveries and in its 2007–08 Central Australia brochure also lists five
products non-Aboriginal-owned offering Aboriginal experiences in Alice Springs and surrounds as well as three
around Uluru, two of which being Aboriginal owned (Tourism NT, 2007). This provides an indication of the
status and range of Aboriginal tourism products in Central Australia in 2007 and shows that only a small
percentage could be considered to be readily accessible to both niche and mainstream markets. Of these only half
again are fully Aboriginal owned businesses (a variable that could be hypothesised to matter more for the
Learning Markets—defined below), which upholds the general perception that these businesses are difficult to
3
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start-up and sustain across Australia, even though much hopes have been placed that inter-cultural partnerships
and analogous joint ventures would be more sustainable.

Defining the Learning Markets—The Northern Territory Approach
The terms ‘Learning Markets’ were coined by Tourism NT for the sake of representing tourist market segments
with a specific/focal interest in Aboriginal culture (a more detailed definition is provided below). The purpose of
this project is described in this section, which also features some preliminary findings from James’ scoping study
(2006) relating to the significance, nature and organisation of these less documented market segments that might
play a distinctive role for destination and product development.

The Learning Markets initiative
The 2006 scoping study prepared by Diana James was initiated under the Tourism NT Learning Markets and
Indigenous Tourism Initiative, and funded and coordinated by the Tourism NT/Charles Darwin University
research partnership agreement. The terms of the scoping study were to clearly define the market as it stands,
identify key developmental issues, undertake an initial rapid assessment of current Indigenous tourism product
servicing the market and provide a discussion document (James, 2006). It provided an update on current relevant
traveller markets, customer profile and interests as well as an assessment of currently available Indigenous
tourism experiences in Central Australia that could be considered market ready and offer experiences of interest
to the ‘Learning Markets’. Since this assessment Tourism Australia in conjunction with the states and territories
has also produced a National Indigenous Tourism Product Manual for the trade. This lists products as export
ready and/or as market ready indicating they meet a range of criteria for the international market and/or are
suitable for the domestic market (Tourism Australia , 2007, pp. 6–7).
It is important to clearly establish from the outset the correct definition of Learning Markets in the context of
this project and future discussion and actions. This particular terminology is often misinterpreted to mean a
preoccupation with educational institutions which is not the case.
James in her scoping study (2006, p4) uses the following definition which will be used to guide this project:
The ‘Learning Markets’ are those groups or individuals who travel to learn about the culture or environment of the
people and places they visit. The ‘Learning Markets’ referred to in this study are specific segments of the broader
Indigenous tourism market as identified by Tourism Australia.

Alternative Travel, Eco-Tourism, Cultural Tourism and Special Interest Travel have all been terms applied to
the niche market sector that is defined as seeking a more enriching and informative experience in their travels.
It is from this background that the current Learning Markets as a specific tourism sector has originated.
Tourism Australia (TA) identifies Indigenous tourism as a specific segment of the niche markets Aussie
Experiences. It defines these visitors as predominantly looking to experience Indigenous art, craft, cultural
displays and/or visiting an Indigenous site or community (Tourism Australia, 2005).
The types of visitors in this niche are split into the following segments relevant to the NT by |
James (2006, p.4):
• secondary school study tours
o domestic and international secondary school groups
• tertiary—university course study tours
o domestic and international student travel (temporarily resident in Australia and travelling from
overseas for elective international study components)
• alumni travel
o domestic and international tours organised by universities with a specific educational
component, emphasis on informal continuing education
• special interest clubs and associations
o special interest tours for groups associated with art galleries, museums, nature, history, birds,
reconciliation, volunteers and non-profits
• government departmental cultural awareness programs
• independent travellers seeking educational Indigenous experiences
4
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It is these sub-segments that provide the opportunity for the existing and emerging Aboriginal tourism
enterprises in Central Australia to connect to and gain greater market share through a pro-active, coordinated
‘cluster’ approach. This is a basic tenet for this research project to be tested along with developing an appropriate
pilot tour itinerary. James’ (2006) scoping study examined in details the connection between those traveller types
and existing marketing information used by Tourism NT for their broader market segmentations to identify
demographic and other attributes of potential ‘Learning Market’ visitors. The remainder of the scoping study
established criteria and defined a number of business tiers corresponding to levels of market readiness
encountered in the NT tourism industry. Businesses were eventually categorised on expert perceptions relating to
reliability, accessibility, isolation/remoteness, market service delivery, etc. The role of major institutional
players, such as education institutions in the NT, were also analysed and the report eventually identified
communication, networking and distribution issues that would need addressing.
The scoping study revealed a strong market demand from universities, schools and special interest groups
both domestic and international in Indigenous experiential learning tours (James, 2006). There has been a great
expansion in the educational or travel-learn market in recent years and the profile of ‘Learning Markets’ clientele
is becoming increasingly sophisticated. James further noted that the educational traveller is sophisticated and
well informed about the destination and generally has high expectations that all aspects of the tour conform to
the best practice eco-cultural standards of responsible travel (James, 2006, p. 5).
The following table shows the main Central Australian Aboriginal tourism products dealt with in this project.
This list is not exhaustive and there were a number of products not involved. The products chosen were primarily
selected because at this stage it was felt they best met the characteristics specific to the Learning Markets as
identified in the scoping study (James,2006), the local action group’s appraisal and geographical proximity.
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Table 1: Central Australian Aboriginal Operators Identified for Learning Markets Project November
2007
Name

Business

Designation

Dave Jungala Kriss

Jungala Experiences Cross
Cultural/Guiding
RT Tours

LM4 Market Ready
TA Market Ready
LM4 Market Ready
TA Market Ready
LM 2 Developing
LM 1 Concept
LM 3 Developing
LM4 Market Ready
TA Export Ready
LM 2 Developing
LM4 Market Ready

Bob Taylor
Veronica Lynch
Conrad Ratara
Ntaria Council Hermannsburg
Le Rossignol Family
Tjapajaka Council
Betty and Esther Pearce
Lindsay Bookie
Jol Fleming
Peter Yates
Gary Fry
Paul Ah Chee

Black Tank Homeland Tours
Palm Paddock Campground
Hermannsburg Historic Precinct
Oak Valley
Gunya/Titjikala
Dae-n-arra Indigenous Expériences
Lincartan Tours

Herman and Mavis Malbunka
Simon Webb

Ipolera
Anangu Tours

Ken Porter
Dennis and Ricki Orr
Pat Ansell Dodds
AURORA

Wallace Rock Hole Tourist Park
Rainbow Valley Tag Along Charter
Alice Springs Sacred Sites and
Cultural Tours

VAST Janganpa Dancers
Desert Park
Aboriginal Arts and Culture Centre

LM4 Market Ready
LM5 Market Ready
LM5 Market Ready
TA Export Ready
LM2 Developing
LM5 Market Ready
TA Export Ready
LM4 Market Ready
LM1 Developing
LM4 Market Ready

Accreditation
/Associations

TCA

TCA

ROC, TCA
TCA

TCA

TCA

Descriptors
LM 1,2,3,4,5—Criteria as per James scoping study 2006 (pp. 12, 16–19)
TA—Tourism Australia National Indigenous Tourism Product Manual 2007 (pp. 6–7, 35–38, 56)

The nexus between Aboriginal culture and tourism products
It is useful to put the analysis of Learning Markets in the context of past research studies of Indigenous tourism
that have attempted to assess the demand for products associated with Aboriginal culture (or have involved
Aboriginal people through ownership, locational presence, management control, content control, etc.). Much of
the empirical literature concerned with mainstream tourists’ interests and perceptions of Indigenous culture as a
source of motivation to travel has confirmed that the majority of tourists (in most Australian locations of interest,
remote or central) have in general mainly secondary interests in those aspects of their travel journeys. This
means that Aboriginal culture components are of ‘some’ interest but not a main driver or motivation of the trip
(Ryan and Huyton, 2000a, 2000b, Tremblay, P., Schoenborn, D., Petheram, L., Young, M., and Lammers, K.,.
2005, Tremblay, 2006). While industry-based perceptions often suggest that ‘products’ need to match consumer
interests to ensure market uptake (Schmiechen and Boyle 2007), it remains in fact unclear whether tourists even
conceptualise ‘Aboriginal culture’ as an attraction and feel comfortable with viewing it as a commercially
available tourism product.
In the Northern Territory, visitors often suggest that they expect Aboriginality to permeate the destination
and many anticipate encountering uninhibited Aboriginal people and cultural manifestations along their travel
journeys (Tremblay, 2007, Tremblay and Pitterle, 2008). This contrasts with the socio-political reality of
contemporary remote Australia where opportunities for tourists to engage in close contact or exchange with
Aboriginal communities and share their culture are envisioned as a privilege and an asset that Indigenous
entrepreneurs and businesses should be able to profit from. Therefore the twin issues of [1] providing
commercially viable Aboriginal experiences matching the expectations of tourists in Central and Northern
regions of Australia and [2] ensuring that economic benefits arise for relevant Aboriginal communities (mainly
through the participation of Aboriginal entrepreneurs, businesses, employees and other connected stakeholders in
the product development process) have been driving the efforts of agencies in charge of tourism marketing and
development, such as Tourism NT. While constituting an implicit objective of development programs, ensuring
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an acceptable level of social and cultural sustainability in cultural exchanges built on Aboriginal cultural
knowledge also plays a moderating role.
The critical element of the above discussion is that this notional, largely imaginary, gap separating
mainstream tourists’ image of culture and the reality of both regulated and commercialised tourist encounters has
repeatedly been seen as a fundamental tourism challenge in the Northern Territory and generally interpreted by
business and government as a ‘product development issue’. The present project applied a possible strategic
approach (among many alternatives) emanating from marketing theory to attempt addressing that issue. It is
based on Rogers’ (1962, 1976) seminal contribution on the role of ‘innovators’ and ‘early adopters’ in the
diffusion of new ideas, technologies and products. This approach has become standard in marketing textbook
chapters on new product development and emphasise a number of elements:
• the role of communication and differentiated psychological/social standpoints in explaining why some
individuals adopt new ideas (or products in a marketing context);
• the trickle-down process by which diffusion takes place and;
• the particular opportunities arising from targeting and communicating with individuals that can be
identified as likely ‘innovators’ (venturesome, educated, technologically savvy and connected with
multiple info sources) or ‘early adopters’ (visionary, social leaders, popular, educated and connected
with social networks).
The value of this theory becomes clear in contexts of novelty and ill-defined product categories, such as
Aboriginal cultural tourism experiences, for which the expectations of consumers are ambiguous and the joint
capabilities of the factors of production (tourism businesses, destination infrastructure, Indigenous entrepreneurs
and Aboriginal communities) remain tentative. When stakeholders find themselves unsure as to the commercial
viability and future of various possible product configurations (that is when no commodity standards exist for the
product category of interest), attention turns towards early users, champions and the most enthusiastic likely to
trial with new product concepts or designs. The nowadays well accepted considered implications of Everett
Roger’s (1962) ( work is that diffusion theory suggests that establishing connections with the most sympathetic
market segments for the new commodity might provide a strategic advantage (for a business, a region or a
destination) in terms of shaping the products themselves (in terms of developing the necessary production
capabilities) as well as gaining a lead in market share (in terms of influencing market expectations, image and
reputation).
It is well understood that past tourist markets to the Northern Territory have displayed a limited amount of
interest in Aboriginal cultural experiences and seem unsure as to their willingness to pay for such experiences,
the main message of Ryan and Huyton (2000a, b) when they argued that mainstream visitors never were keen
culture-seekers or ‘amateur anthropologists’. In fact, revised empirical evidence on tourist participation in
various activities confirms that only a minority of tourists participating in activities involving Aboriginal cultural
themes can be considered ‘purposeful cultural tourists’ and the majority are better described as incidental or
casual (McKercher, 2002, Tremblay and Pitterle, 2008). Yet, from a strategic marketing viewpoint, establishing
linkages with the few dedicated markets seeking Aboriginal cultural experiences is critical for the sake of
assessing:
• whether the latter constitute an early phase in the Aboriginal cultural product lifecycle;
• whether they can be exploited (as niche markets) to support Aboriginal development;
• whether they can play an experimental role and help nurture cultural experiences that will have a future
with other, expanded markets.

Early development of special interest tourism in the NT
The Northern Territory has a long history of interest and engagement with special interest (niche markets)
through the Northern Territory Tourist Commission (NTTC). In 1984 the NTTC was the first tourism body to
create a specialist Aboriginal tourism development position (Pitcher, Van Oosterzee and Palmer, 1999, p.9). This
recognised the special value the Aboriginal dimension offered to the tourism experience in the Northern
Territory. Chris Burchett, who developed much of the initial Aboriginal tourism product and was instrumental in
introducing it to the world tourism stage concluded after eight years that:
Aboriginal tourism is with us for the long haul. In many respects it will never be mainstream but rather, will target
itself to the special interest markets. (Burchett 1992, p. 18)

In the late 1980s Burchett saw the impact on the domestic market of the specialist appeal of the cultural
product he was developing with a range of Aboriginal enterprises.
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The niche market of special interest travellers, now termed the ‘Learning Markets’, has developed over the
last twenty years within the broader category identified by Burchett in the late 1980s as the non-mainstream
‘Alternative Tourism’. He described this as:
…I am referring to a new style of tourism that is characterised by a tolerance in scheduling and itineraries in favour
of unique experience. It is termed ‘Alternative Tourism’ and I believe it is the style of tourism that will be most
suited to Aborigines entering the industry

The growing interest of this emerging tourism market sector in Aboriginal tourism was further confirmed in
the Cultural Tourism in Australia Report commissioned by the Commonwealth in 1992. This also noted that the
promotion of the NT as a destination was increasingly using Aboriginal culture as part of the visitor experience
(Brokensha and Guidberg, 1992, p.108). Indicators were that it was the well educated, broadly travelled mature
traveler who was most likely to connect to this new Aboriginal experience (Burchett, 1994, p. 2). The NTTC
decided that a similar approach should be applied to the international market.
Market research at that time in the US indicated that 40% of the potential Australian market was looking for
a ‘cultural immersion’. These travellers were seen as:
Particularly interested in strange customs and seeing ‘lots’ of art galleries and museums.

Further:
The ‘cultural immersion’ group was relatively uninterested in ‘mod cons’ such as running hot water, flush toilets
and air conditioning, in a relaxed lifestyle and in travelling to have things to talk about afterwards. On the other
hand, the group rated educational experiences very highly compared with other segments.

(Brokensha and Guidberg, 1992, p. 30)
This fitted well with the raw and undeveloped nature of the Aboriginal experiences offered by the emerging
tour enterprises and is still applicable today.
In 1993 Burchett, with the support of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) and
through the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Tourism Industry Strategy (NATSITIS) gained
funding for a pilot study to test the product appeal of the Aboriginal cultural experience in the US market. The
Australian Tourism Commission (ATC) also provided cash and in kind support.
In the early 1990s eco-tourism became the emerging phenomenon of the world tourism industry. Australia
was an early and significant participant in furthering what was initially a niche market approach to a new style of
travel. International tourists were seen as prime targets and again strong emphasis was placed on the US.
Research at the time was indicating that the Aboriginal component was a key attractor and incorporating this was
seen as a major opportunity (Explore International, 1993, p. 5).
The potential growth in this new market area was clearly enunciated by Mara Dellipriscolli founder of the
Non Profits in Travel Conference in the USA.
Special Interest Travel (SIT) is an umbrella for the tour ‘isms’ of the 1990s—cultural, educational,
ecological, family and adventure tourism—collectively constituting one of the fastest growing, high
yield segments of the travel industry.(Explore International, 1993, p. 35
The continuing education market was then seen as one of the biggest consumer growth markets in this sector
and Elderhostel was one of the leaders in this field. Central Australia was an integral part of their early tours in
1993 and they have continued to this day, facilitated by Charles Darwin University (CDU). The NTTC through
its Aboriginal Tourism Unit also recognised this opportunity and it was the reason for adding the ‘ecological’ to
the North Australian Aboriginal and Ecological Roadshow to the US in 1993.
The North Australian Aboriginal and Ecological Roadshow took seven Aboriginal tour operations from the
NT and Qld, three NT ecological tour operators, the Conservation Commission of the NT and an NT Aboriginal
dance group on a four week promotional tour to 13 cities in the US. This was one of the first concerted efforts
undertaken to target a specific market demographic and link it into the most appropriate sector of the distribution
chain. The following report set out that,
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Contact was sought from those most likely to be interested in non-conventional travel, those who had picked up on
the world wide interest in green/eco/alternative travel and who would be receptive to Indigenous cultures.
(Burchett, 1994, p. 3)

A US-based travel marketing specialist was engaged to identify the relevant agents that best matched and
dealt with this type of consumer. Apart from uncovering 600 agents specialising in eco-tourism, many
unrecognised as suppliers of Australian visitors, it also identified a host of non-profit organisations with major
travel programs. The Roadshow itinerary was exhausting and generated extensive media exposure as well as
introducing for the first time nearly 60% of the attending agents to Australia as a destination (Burchett, 1994, p.
3).
Much of these early initiatives to capture specialist markets were diluted as the NTTC restructured and
changed directions in how Aboriginal tourism was to be further developed. The extensive ground breaking
marketing campaigns that Burchett had initiated to place Aboriginal tourism on the international stage were
curtailed and product development was to be given greater focus in the new approach instigated in 1993.3
State tourism commissions in South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania in the late 1990s were seeing the niche
‘special interest and Learning Markets’ as a prime target, especially in the US. In 1996 a cooperative effort
between state tourism commissions and key institutions in Melbourne, Victoria and Adelaide, South Australia
supported by the Australian Tourist Commission launched an ambitious tour program Cultural Landscapes of
Australia aimed at US through the annual Non Profits in Travel Conference (NFPIT).4 In its brochure, this
targeted special interest program described itself as,
The Cultural Landscapes of Australia tour program is a unique partnership between the states of Victoria and
South Australia, their Ministries of the Arts, of Tourism and specialist tour companies to provide educated
travellers with an exceptional, enhanced experience of this country. The project has the active support and
sponsorship of the Australian Federal Government. (Tourism Victoria and SATC, 1996 (see Appendix A)

Aboriginal culture was seen as a main theme of this program and it was described as linking art and material
culture with social and mythic meanings set against the unique aspects of the Australian landscape.
The NTTC through its US agents had been represented at the NFPIT conference since 1995. The 1996
conference had a major focus on Indigenous tourism and Joc Schmiechen, then the Top End Aboriginal and
Special Interest Tourism Development Officer, was invited as a speaker. This provided both a platform and
specialist expertise of niche products and destinations that greatly enhanced the networking and connections
made with key players in this sector (Schmiechen, 1996, p. 3). Following this visit a Special Interest Tourism
Product Development Strategy and Action Plan was accepted resulting in a follow up visit in 1997. A number of
specialist tour itineraries all featuring Aboriginal components were presented (Schmiechen, 1996, 1997).
Aboriginal product was seen as the key to differentiating the Northern Territory and adding a more exotic and
interesting flavour than its rival state competitors.

3

Joc Schmiechen was appointed by the NTTC in 1993 as one of two new Aboriginal and Special Interest Tourism
Development Officers and followed Chris Burchett. He was directly involved for the next 7 years in the furthering of
Aboriginal tourism in the NT and had first hand knowledge of the changing policy directions that occurred in this period.
4
This event has now rebadged itself as the Educational Travel Conference.
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A number of significant contacts were made with specialist US Outbound operators and their special interest
institutional clients. As is normal in the international market there are long lead times from the inception of a
specialist itinerary to its actual execution. One of the first results was a tour by the American Museum of Natural
History to Northern Australia in 2000, some two years after it was first created with Travel Learn International, a
specialist US outbound organisation. This twelve day tour was led by specialist study leaders and had an
exclusively Aboriginal cultural focus that included four Aboriginal focused products in Central Australia (see
Appendix A).
Further to this special interest foray into the US market was a joint initiative between Australian Tourism
Commission (ATC), South Australian Tourism Commission (SATC) and led by Queensland Tourism and Travel
Commission (QTTC) to engage a specialist US based agent. The brief was to increase the profile and promote a
selection of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander products in Canada and the US. This initiative
started as a Pilot Project under the evolving National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Tourism Industry
Strategy (NATSITIS) and was conducted by Sue Herrick from S.H. Enterprises in California (QTTC, Glen
Miller Report, 1996). A special product information brochure was produced including three NT products, one
from Central Australia (see appendix A). After some initial success this effort faltered as some of the partner
states reduced their funding allocations.
At the same time as this major thrust into the US special interest market by the NTTC it was decided to
evaluate the potential of the domestic special interest market. An assessment was undertaken and a draft report
presented. This identified the strong potential with a particular interest in Aboriginal art and culture. Educational
travel through schools and universities, alumni, friends associations and clubs were identified as prime targets.
Raising operator awareness and connecting to specialist agents in the distribution system were all seen as
integral to gaining greater return from this market (Martin, 1997, pp. 5–8).
Aboriginal art, which was increasingly growing in profile overseas with regular exhibitions and events every
year, was also identified by the NTTC as a key part of its evolving niche marketing strategy. Continuous efforts
were made to forge stronger links with the Northern Territory Arts Department, galleries and Aboriginal art
centres. A prime concern was developing product and marketing initiatives to entice the domestic and
international art enthusiasts to visit prime locations and meet the artists in their land. A new specialist
motivational brochure was prepared by NTTC in 1997, Australia’s Northern Territory Arts and Culture, that
featured a section advertising a range of key Aboriginal products. Further collateral was provided through
highlighting Aboriginal art in the Lonely Planet guides and a call to action section was provided in special
exhibition catalogues such as the Spirits of the Dreaming exhibition in Sydney in 1998, a pioneering initiative in
that domain (see Appendix A). The newly designed Experience Aboriginal Culture in Australia (NTTC, 1997–
99) brochure also included a specific section on Aboriginal art and for the first time promoted a range of
Aboriginal festivals as key visitor experiences. This became the main collateral for presenting NT Aboriginal
tourism to the market place. It was a significant change from the original Come Share Our Culture (NTTC,
1993–94) brochures which had been more a product listing. The new direction was very much focused at
creating a motivational, informational and educational showpiece for a targeted niche audience and was
particularly valued by the NTTC international offices.
By 1998 the NTTC under a new CEO had once again restructured and changed direction with most of the
initiatives in the special interest area curtailed and the Aboriginal tourism responsibility transferred to the Office
of Aboriginal Development (OAD). For most of the time, by the now Tourism NT, ,until 2006 there has been
little specific focus on the Learning Markets . Tourism NT in 2005 re-established a dedicated Aboriginal tourism
resource as part of its Nature and Culture Destination Development Unit. In 2006 a number of special interest
Learning Markets pilot tours were initiated by Nicholas Hall in developing Tourism NT’s Learning and
Indigenous Tourism Initiative (Hall 2006).
Two major itineraries were piloted which involved a number of Aboriginal communities, individuals and
tourism enterprises as key parts of the offering:
• Women and Indigenous Tourism Development Program Women’s Pilot Tour 4–11 June 2006 (Switzer,
2006)
• Sharing Our Heritage 2006 Kakadu Masterclass October 2006 (Hall, 2006)
These pilot projects were reviewed by Diana James as part of a scoping study into the Learning Markets and
Indigenous Tourism commission by Tourism NT in 2006. James review found that there were common
difficulties encountered in the organisation and delivery of both tours. The tour leaders of the client groups
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experienced great difficulties trying to organise specialised Indigenous experiential itineraries away from the
local people and knowledge. They saw the need for local development of the tour itineraries with Tourism NT
Indigenous specialists, Aboriginal communities and the National and Territory Parks experts needed to deliver
lectures and guided experiences to the groups. They also found communication with tourism operators, service
providers and non-mainstream accommodation difficult and slow. The tour leaders wanted specific educational
content and experiences in their itineraries to suit their clients and they needed a lot more pre-trip information to
be provided by operators than the usual brief brochure. The Indigenous operators were not equipped to provide
this as it was their first exposure to Learning Markets groups. Their reports on the actual tours listed a variety of
logistical difficulties: time delays, reduced exchange time with Indigenous guides, variable knowledge level of
guides, varied Indigenous guide payments causing embarrassment and anger for clients, no-show of Indigenous
people due to a funeral, poor quality service providers on tour. In general these two tours were not market ready
for the sophisticated Learning Market travellers and the poor quality logistics and information would not have
been tolerated by a university or special interest group (James, 2006).
The review therefore revealed that the two pilot Learning Market itineraries in 2006 were not ‘market ready’
as they relied heavily on the involvement of Tourism NT tourism development officers. However, the tours did
indicate specific areas of interest in the domestic university market in Indigenous learning tours. The overall
conclusion was that the Learning Markets might tolerate more flexible Indigenous experience content but not
poor logistical management and poor service provision on tour.
Tourism NT decided to trial a different approach to developing an Indigenous Learning Markets itinerary in
Central Australia, one that was to be driven by an Indigenous operators’ cluster group and could operate
commercially without external support from Tourism NT product development officers.

The cluster approach to developing Aboriginal culture Learning Markets
Considerable discussion occurred in the formative stages of this project on how best to describe the concept of a
proactive, cooperative approach by Aboriginal tourism operators to work together and devise programs targeting
a particular market sector. Initially the idea of a ‘hub’ was canvassed. In essence a hub operates more as a
‘backend’ business support system that would help less developed, and emerging enterprises connect to potential
clients and markets, related to tourism or not. This concept is being trialled in East Arnhem Land and would
have possible application in the Central Australian situation but was deemed not fitting the nature of the
initiative to be examined by this project.
Tourism NT envisioned an attempt to examine whether regional stakeholders with a potential interest in
servicing the Learning Markets identified, and more importantly to document whether they would collaborate to
adjust their product offerings to cater for these markets. The cluster approach was therefore coined for the sake
of:
… working with Indigenous tourism operators who want to align their products to better service Learning Markets
through cooperative and collaborative effort, hence the notion of a ‘cluster’ where there are synergies between
products, options of linking products and collective actions that can better be managed and delivered
through cooperation. (Hall 2006)

The intent was corroborated by James’ (2006) identification of a desire by several operators to work together
to produce itineraries for specific interest Learning Markets groups, but also of concerns relating to the design
and implementation of educational tour itineraries with other operators (James, 2006, p14). Their concerns
included:
• lack of understanding of tourism marketing linkages generally and the value of ‘niche’ markets as a
prime market source;
• small businesses with limited cash flow and staff availability restrictions concerned about their ability
to meet Learning Market groups’ demand for specialist staff and high level service;
• ensuring that the quality of product and services offered by all operators was consistently high;
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•
•

guaranteeing sufficient numbers of Aboriginal guides with Indigenous traditional heritage knowledge
and special interest knowledge;
the difficulties of working with operators who were outside their family kinship or language groups or
with whom they had avoidance relationships.

These concerns therefore included aspects of coordination and collaboration relating to the ‘readiness’ and
‘quality’ dimensions discussed above, as well as competitive tensions between them, and apprehension relating
to inter-cultural business dealings. The concept of ‘clusters’ and associated strategies which have developed in
the management and economics literatures are concerned specifically with fostering entrepreneurship and
supporting place-specific business linkages that add value to regional economies.
In the academic literature, ‘Business Clusters’ have become a mainstream (but contentious) approach in
economic development planning. Popularised by Michael Porter in The Competitive Advantage of Nations
(1990) and subsequent publications it has been applied in many areas outside of its original narrow industry
base. Porter (1998) defines clusters as:
… a geographically proximate group of companies and associated industries in a particular field, linked by
commonalities and complementarities.

Clusters have been used in every area of the economy and range from machinery in Germany to film making
in Hollywood. In Australia they have been used extensively by South Australia Business Vision (SABV)
supporting nine different clusters ranging from defence, multi media to international tourism. Far North
Queensland, Hunter Valley and Western Sydney also have utilised this concept. In Central Australia, Desert
Knowledge Australia has been especially proactive in facilitating a cluster approach through its Linked Business
Networks Project and with Bush Products and Local Foods (www.desertknowledge.com.au, accessed
18/05/2007). Key to Porters analysis are the local business environment, local knowledge, relationships and
motivational factors as vital to individual success and to economic development (Ammirato et al., 2003, p. 9).
Common features of successful cluster practices include (Ammirato et al, 2003, p.10),
• understanding of the importance of cooperation and competition
• strong linkages between firms and between firms and institutions
• a recognition that the cluster approach is a systemic one in which all stakeholders play a vital role
• good communication and dialogue between all stakeholders in helping businesses solve some common
problems, improve competitiveness and become more innovative
As the notion of clusters focuses on ‘positive collaboration’ and the means to foster co-investments in trust
extendable to marketing, it displays the central features expected for tourism regional development. The cluster
approach has often been associated with tourism, generally for the sake of positioning that sector as a key export
platform by jurisdictions undertaking competitive advantage studies internationally. A number of recent studies
have considered the pertinence of the concept to regional tourism in Australia and New Zealand, by applying it
either to a market-motive concept (such as wine tourism) or to broader destination synergies (Hall, 2004, 2005,
Michael, 2003, 2007, Jackson and Murphy, 2002, 2006). The emphasis is again on the positive potential to
harness goodwill and build trust and constructive partnerships to respond to external volatility and combat
regional economic decline. This approach has a ready applicability for the conceptual strategy applied to the
emerging Aboriginal tourism dynamics in Central Australia and supports a plausible pathway for Aboriginal
tourism enterprises to consider. Yet, the costs associated with collaboration and the challenges arising when
addressing this complex arena of coordination can not be overestimated, and the cluster branding idea might be
more difficult to implement than appears in the first instance (Tremblay and Wegner 2009).
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The following process was developed by James (2006) to apply the Porter (2006) approach for the sake of
helping Indigenous tourism operators in Central Australia form a Learning Markets Cluster to develop
collaborative itineraries and promote their product.

Stages

Cluster Development Process
Five Stage, Twelve Step process
Steps

1. Mustering Support

1. Introducing the relevance of a clustering approach
2. Identifying and prioritising local clusters

2. Building the Base

3. Initial cluster analysis
4. Building the leadership group

3. Creating Momentum

5.Establishing the preferred future
6. Identifying the stepping stones
7. Immediate action agenda

4. Extending the Base

8. Launching the clustering initiative
9. Formalising the cluster

5. Sustaining Momentum

10. Upgrading the strategic agenda
11. Process review
12. Linking the cluster
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Chapter 3

Methodology
Background – Overall Actions Undertaken by Project Coordinator
This project applied and evaluated Participatory Action Research Methodology (PARM) in the context of
developing a Learning Markets cluster of Indigenous tourism operators in Central Australia. A literature review
was undertaken with special emphasis on relevant Tourism NT records relating to the development of
Indigenous tourism Learning Markets. This review provides a brief overview of the history of Aboriginal
tourism within the Northern Territory Tourist Commission (NTTC)5. Operator and industry consultation was
undertaken through established channels such as the Central Australian Tourism Industry Association (CATIA)
and the Aboriginal Tourism sector meetings they initiated6. Aboriginal tourism operators were also contacted
directly and informed of a special meeting to discuss the project and form a possible ‘cluster group’ interested in
a cooperative approach to access the Learning Markets. Other information and opinion was gathered through
semi structured interviews.

Key Hypotheses Driving the Project Implementation
While the project aimed at assessing the feasibility of a cluster implementation of Aboriginal product
development for relevant Learning Markets, its methodology also extended to the evaluation of the operational
and political challenges involved in such a process, which justified the utilisation of the PARM.
The following implicit hypotheses supported the overall method:
• The region of Central Australia offers unexploited opportunities (with respect to marketable Aboriginal
cultural experiences) that are relatively recognised and already attract Learning Markets. It is also a
successful tourism region itself serviced by sufficient tourism infrastructure, but in great need of
product/experiences diversification.
• Local Aboriginal tourism operators are best placed to connect tourist needs with Aboriginal cultural
experiences—and should constitute the key stakeholder group to drive the coordination of new product
development in the region.
• A geographical cluster linking the core operators with mainstream tourism services, Aboriginal
communities interested in the process and other distribution networks would eventually develop around
the initial core group.
• The development of the Learning Market cluster could eventually offer opportunities of value to more
mainstream operators, and affect positively the reputation and image of the region.
Key background questions focused on:
• Is the formation of a business cluster an appropriate and desired structure for Indigenous tourism
operators in Central Australia to facilitate greater access to the Learning Markets?
• Does an action research methodology that involves participation of Indigenous people in the tourism
industry in research provide results directly appropriate to their industry?
It was acknowledged that the main framework was developed by Hall (2006) while the second hypothesis
above was progressed by the main investigator for this project. It was further believed that such structured and
systematic action research methods had not been applied to Indigenous tourism in Australia. Other fields such as
education, health, and law and community services have invested effort in developing new methodologies for
working with Indigenous people in Australia; however tourism research practice in this area remains superficial.

5

The Northern Territory Tourism Commission (NTTC) changed its name to Tourism NT (Tourism NT) in 2005
The Central Australian Tourism Industry Association (CATIA) also changed its name to Tourism Central Australia (TCA)
in 2006

6
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At the same time there have long been calls for research to produce more direct results for Indigenous
tourism operators (Hall, 2006). This has led to the formulation of an Indigenous tourism participatory action
research methodology incorporating best practice Indigenous research methodologies, Indigenous research ethics
processes with the view to ensure Indigenous participation in the research. The resulting methodology and its
application are also critically assessed in terms of its theoretical research value and the practical outcomes it
delivers to Aboriginal operators.

Application of the Participatory Action Research Methodology to the Field
of Indigenous Tourism
The objectives of the research extended to:
• developing a structured and systematic action research method that can be applied to Indigenous
tourism research;
• addressing Indigenous peoples’ concerns that research be relevant to their needs, comply with their
protocols regarding tangible and intangible cultural heritage and protect their intellectual property;
• evaluating the pilot project, Indigenous Tourism Operators’ Learning Markets Cluster in Central
Australia in terms of the Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology.
Indigenous tourism operators have long been asking for more research into issues that are relevant to the
development and sustainability of their sector of the Australian tourism industry. Sustainable Tourism CRC’s
2006 paper, authored by Joc Schmiechen, Indigenous Tourism Research Agenda— Key Directions for the Future
2005–08, stated that, ‘Research effort needs to be more focused to provide practical business applications and
outcomes for Indigenous tourism enterprises’ (Schmiechen, 2006). It has also been clearly expressed at
Indigenous Tourism Operator Forums, held since 1993 in the Northern Territory and nationally, that research
needs to be collaborative and empowering for Indigenous tourism operators. These concerns were reinforced at
workshops and meetings with a wide range of industry stakeholders and State tourism organisations. This led to
a scoping study into an Australian Indigenous Tourism Research Strategy that stated, ‘It is important that
Indigenous people are appropriately mentored and empowered to identify local processors and drivers in any
research undertaken’ (Boyle, 2001).
Also, Hall (2006) asserted that:
The potential of structured and systematic action research methods applied to Indigenous tourism has barely been
investigated in Australia. Other fields such as education, health, law and community services have invested effort
in developing new methodologies for working with Indigenous people in Australia; however tourism research
practice in this area remains superficial. At the same time there have long been calls for research to produce more
direct results for Indigenous tourism operators. This research will look at what we can learn from practice in other
areas and apply a very thoughtful and systematic application of action research methods in conjunction with a
number of Indigenous operators. This will produce a result that is hopefully productive for the operators involved
as well as producing much needed reflection on the research process. As such the research needs to be focused on a
few discrete activities that can be monitored and evaluated for practical effect.

A methodology was therefore designed to incorporate best practice principles from several Indigenous
research methodologies and ethics that ensure protection of Indigenous intellectual property and Indigenous
participation in determining the agendas and processes of research.
The pilot project designed to develop an Indigenous Tourism Operators’ Learning Markets Cluster in Central
Australia is then assessed in terms of the Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology. The pilot
project is evaluated in terms of its theoretical research value and the practical outcomes it delivers to Aboriginal
operators.

Research Ethics and Intellectual Property
Ethical guidelines for Indigenous tourism research need to be developed in accord with best practice national and
international Indigenous peoples’ codes of ethics and respect for Indigenous cultural heritage. The International
Council on Monuments and Sites, in its International Cultural Tourism Charter of 1999, affirms this and clearly
states that each country is responsible for ensuring the protection of the cultural heritage rights of all its peoples:
At a time of increasing globalisation, the protection, conservation, interpretation and presentation of the heritage
and cultural diversity of any particular place or region is an important challenge for people everywhere. However,
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management of that heritage, within a framework of internationally recognised and appropriately applied
standards, is usually the responsibility of the particular community or custodian group.
(ICOMOS 1999)

However, protection of intangible Indigenous cultural heritage under the current Australian Federal
Copyright Act is inadequate. Terri Janke, in her landmark report of 1998, Our Culture: Our Future identified
these limitations of protection:
• Commercial interests are protected under copyright law, rather than interests of cultural integrity.
• Individual notions of ownership are recognised, rather than the Indigenous concept of communal
ownership (Janke, 1998, pp. xxiii).
The protection of Indigenous cultural heritage in the tourism industry is particularly difficult as many of the
Indigenous arts, crafts, designs, symbols and oral stories are communally, not individually, owned. The issue of
protection of communal cultural heritage and intellectual property is particularly relevant to the pilot project of
the Learning Markets as it involves sharing of cultural knowledge as part of the tourism product. Research into
Indigenous tourism often involves intangible cultural heritage and may involve recording, photographing or
developing tourism product information about Indigenous cultural heritage places, people, stories, songs, dances
and ecological knowledge. Thus an appropriate code of ethics and Indigenous intellectual property (IP)
protection guidelines for Indigenous participatory action research needs to be established. This code needs to be
flexible to respect local cultural protocols and to negotiate IP agreements appropriate to particular Indigenous
tourism operations and the intended commercial use of knowledge.

Action Research Methodology
Kurt Lewin first coined the term ‘action research’ in 1946 defining it as ‘a comparative research on the
conditions and effects of various forms of social action and research leading to social action’ that uses ‘a spiral
of steps, each of which is composed of a circle of planning, action, and fact-finding about the result of the action’
(Lewin, 1946). Action research involves utilising a systematic cyclical method of planning, taking action,
observing, evaluating (including self-evaluation) and critical reflecting prior to planning the next cycle (O’Brien,
2001; McNiff, 2002).
Action research has since developed variations of the basic methodology for a range of research contexts and
priorities. Broadly these methodologies vary depending on who or what is driving the research agenda ranging
from:
• research driven by the researcher’s agenda to those more driven by participants;
• research motivated by instrumental goal attainment to those motivated primarily by the aim of personal,
organisational, or societal transformation.
According to the background studies informing this research, Indigenous operators want to be directly
involved in setting the agenda and participating in the research to transform their organisations and increase their
participation in the tourism industry. Thus the Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology will need
to be participant driven and aimed at organisational transformation to improve the Indigenous operators’ share of
the Australian national and international tourism market by devising ‘Culturally Appropriate Models of
Indigenous Research Methodology’.
Academic research models that have been previously dominated by a western social and knowledge bias are
now being challenged and transformed by Indigenous scholars. In 1999 Indigenous Maori scholar, Linda Tuhiwa
Smith, wrote an excellent book, Decolonising Methodologies, in which she proposes a guideline for participatory
action research by and with Indigenous peoples. She suggests the following questions need to be asked at the
beginning of the research (Smith 1999, pp. 173):
• Who defined the research problem?
• For whom is this study worthy or relevant? Who says so?
• What knowledge will the community gain from this study?
• What knowledge will the researcher gain from this study?
• What are the possible negative outcomes?
• How can the negative outcomes be eliminated?
• To whom is the researcher accountable?
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Smith outlines several culturally appropriate research models, the two of most relevance to Indigenous
Participatory Action Research being:
• Power-sharing model—the Indigenous community or participants in the research support, co-direct and
substantially define the questions to be answered by the research;
• Empowering outcomes model—the research aims to involve participants in actions that will empower
their businesses and increase their knowledge of how to engage more fully in the tourism Learning
Markets.
In the Northern Territory the Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Women’s Council has adapted
action research methodology to an Indigenous Participatory Action Research Method (the Ngaanyatjarra,
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Women’s Council Action Research Model). This organisation works with
Indigenous stakeholders on a wide range of research issues from education to community development and
health. This model provides best practice principles that can be adapted to tourism research with Indigenous
people
(see
Figure
1
below).

NYP Women’s Council Action Research Method
Maru munu piranpa tjungu nyinara wangkara kulilkatinyi—Black and White sitting
together discussing and considering over a long period of time.
WALYTJANGKA—relating to Anangu from a kinship position defined by them.
MALPARARA—always working with an Anangu friend or mentor.
KULILKATINYI munu NYAKUKATINYI—listening and looking over a long period of time.
Not just observing, but becoming part of the community and gaining an
understanding of their perspective.
WANGKARA KULILKATINYI munu PALYALKATINYI—to keep on discussing and reviewing
what you make and design over a long period of time.

Figure 1: NPY Women’s Council Action Research Method (Naanyatjara Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara
Women’s Council YPWC, 2000)

Participatory Action Research (PAR) itself has emerged in recent years as a significant methodology for
intervention, development and change within communities and groups. It is now promoted and implemented by
many international development agencies and university programs, as well as countless local community
organisations around the world. PAR builds on the critical pedagogy put forward by Paulo Freire in Latin
America to transform passive students into active participants in their own education for freedom from cycles of
poverty and disempowerment (Freire, 1975).
The principle of people being involved in action to transform their organisations, be they education,
community structures or businesses, and then reflecting on the effectiveness of their actions before undertaking
further action is the basic principle of participatory action research that can be applied to Indigenous Tourism
Research.
Essentially, Participatory Action Research involves all relevant parties in actively examining together current
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action (which they experience as problematic) in order to change and improve it. They do this by critically
reflecting on the historical, political, cultural, economic, geographic and other contexts which make sense of it
… Participatory Action Research is not just research which it is hoped will be followed by action. It is action
which is researched, changed and re-researched, within the research process by participants. Nor is it simply an
exotic variant of consultation. Instead, it aims to be active co-research, by and for those to be helped. Nor can it
be used by one group of people to get another group of people to do what is thought best for them—whether that
is to implement a central policy or an organisational or service change. Instead it tries to be a genuinely
democratic or non-coercive process whereby those to be helped determine the purposes and outcomes of their
own inquiry (Wadsworth, 1998).
The essential difference between traditional linear research methodologies and participatory action research
is its cyclical nature: ‘starting’ with reflection on action, and proceeding round to new action, which is then
further researched (see Figure 2 below).

Figure 2: Cyclical Research Process (Wadsworth 1998)

Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology
Indigenous Participatory Action Research Method collaboratively involves Indigenous participants in the
preparation and design of the research, actions taken, fieldwork data collection, data analysis, and reflection and
decision on new actions. The method incorporates the two principles of Indigenous research suggested by Maori
academic, Linda Tuhiwa Smith:
• Power-sharing—the Indigenous community or participants in the research support, co-direct and
substantially define the questions to be answered by the research;
• Empowering outcomes—the research aims to involve participants in actions that will empower their
businesses and increase their knowledge of how to engage more fully in the tourism Learning Markets.
This method conforms to the essentials of Participatory Action Research (PAR):
• participation of all relevant parties in actively examining together current action they consider
problematic in order to change and improve it;
• reflection on the historical, cultural, economic and other contexts of the current action;
• question current action and consider possible new actions;
• define research questions, ethic and parameters of research;
• a cyclic method of reflection, question, researching, changing actions and re-researching;
• not to be used by one group of people to get another group of people to do what is thought best for
them—to implement a central policy or an organisational or service change.(Wadsworth, 1998).
The cyclical action research process continues until all actions possible within the research project
parameters are completed. The researcher is responsible for the collation and analysis of the data in collaboration
with the Indigenous participants and the presentation of final reports in formats appropriate to the Indigenous
stakeholders and wider academic research audiences.

Ethics and intellectual property protocols
The research must adhere to locally defined Indigenous cultural protocols and negotiate appropriate IP
agreements that protect Indigenous tangible and intangible cultural heritage and ecological knowledge and
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empower Indigenous tourism operators in controlling the commercial use of their knowledge.
Aboriginal Tourism Australia (ATA) is an association of Aboriginal tour operators around Australia. This
association recognises that Aboriginal individuals and communities need assistance with protection of their
intellectual and cultural heritage rights in the tourism arena. ATA provide assistance through the business
development program Respect Our Culture (ROC):
Authenticity and cultural integrity in Indigenous Australia, intellectual and cultural property rights are attributed to
particular clan groups. Authenticity and cultural integrity is therefore most important in ensuring the appropriate
Dreaming stories, spiritual beliefs, history, ceremony and art are attributed to the relevant area and to prevent
cultural exploitation. Because of the significance of culture, Indigenous people are cautious about the use of culture
in tourism. Indigenous heritage, intellectual property and authenticity need to be respected and protected. The
Respecting Our Culture (ROC) Tourism Development Program is a fundamental tool in helping to achieve this
goal .(ATA, website accessed 10 February 2008).

The essential concerns of protecting Indigenous intellectual and cultural property rights are:
• who owns the story, design, site or other cultural property;
• how will this be used commercially and by whom;
designing copyright agreements between the individual and/or the community ‘owner’ of the intellectual or
cultural material and the commercial user of the material, thus ensuring appropriate use of the material and
adequate remuneration of the owner.
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Figure 3: Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology
Figure 3: Indigenous Participatory Action Research Methodology
Stakeholder and Participants research interests and expectations are identified;
Ethical and Cultural Research Protocols are established with the local
Indigenous participants and Traditional Owners
of land or culture to be researched;
Intellectual Property agreements need to be made between the researcher
or research institute and the Indigenous participants
to protect all parties’ Intellectual Property;
Stop and Reflect

on the current situation with the Indigenous
and other stakeholders;
reflect on why they experience it as problematic;

Question

actively considering together what actions are possible
in order to change and improve the situation;

Research Aims and Objectives are collaboratively defined with the participants;
Action

Stop and Reflect
New Actions
Continue the Cycle

Finalise Reports
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co-research with Indigenous participants and stakeholders;
compile results of current research actions;
analyse collated data and identify thematic problems or possibilities
arising from current actions with all participants;
are collaboratively initiated with Indigenous participants and
stakeholders to address identified problems;
of reflection, question, defining research actions, reflecting and
defining new actions until the research parameters are reached;
of research actions and results, present reports in appropriate formats
for Indigenous participants, research institutions and stakeholders.
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Chapter 4

Implementation and Outcomes
This chapter discusses the main initiatives considered and undertaken in the field during the course of this
project. Although these actions were inter-related and affected greatly each other, they are presented as separate
activities below.

Aboriginal Co-Researcher
A core intent of this project was to engage an Aboriginal co-researcher. This proved extremely difficult despite
considerable effort by the principal researcher and the Tourism NT Aboriginal Tourism Product Development
Officer. The original selection of Shane Bloomfield, who had worked for National Parks and had been an active
tour guide, seemed eminently suitable. After a brief involvement in the starting phase Shane accepted an offer
for a security position in Queensland. This highlights an ongoing difficulty with attracting suitable Aboriginal
participants with the interest; motivation and capacity to take part in such a research effort.
The CDU Bush Harvests project, looking at the sustainability of small scale commercial bush food harvest is
a good example where there is direct involvement by a group of Aboriginal ladies with strong personal interest
and knowledge providing a sound research component. Tourism to this stage has not attracted the same amount
of passion or commitment and this may well be that it is a relatively alien enterprise compared to more
traditional practices such as dealing with bush foods.

Local Action Group
The project was informed and guided by a local action group (LAG) that included one of the Aboriginal tour
operators (see Appendix B). A key member of the LAG was the Tourism NT Aboriginal Product Development
Officer, who was to be the main conduit to the various Aboriginal enterprises and capitalise on the relationships
already established in the course of their work. One of the first actions was to establish the Project Foundations
to set a clear direction for what was to be done. James’ (2006) definition of Learning Markets and report on the
future possibilities for Northern Territory Indigenous involvement in this niche tourism market was presented as
the basis for this research. The group reviewed the key issues identified by James and developed the following
structure for this research project into the Indigenous Tourism Learning Markets in Central Australia:

Focus on Aboriginal participants’ expertise and what they can offer to the
Learning Markets
•
•
•

Links of tourism, education land , art and culture
Type of tourism activities best suited to what tourists want and Aboriginal people are prepared to offer
How Aboriginal participants can best connect to the Learning Markets

Develop networks
•

•

Engage with other key organisations and stakeholders who can support this initiative—CLC, CATIA,
CDU, IAD, Desert Park, Desert Knowledge Australia and Desert Knowledge CRC
Build relationships with educational and corporate partners

Create understanding
•

Present the opportunities for engaging with the Learning Markets identified in the scoping study in a
clear plain language manner to the Aboriginal tourism sector and other interested participants

Analyse marketing opportunities for sustainable special interest tourism
development
•

Identify key locations in Central Australia with high potential to meet the different needs of the
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•
•

Learning Markets
Identify and target priority segments
Examine the way different Learning Market segments look to develop their programs

Action
•

•

Based on the response of the Aboriginal participants to develop a cooperative approach through
establishing a Learning Markets cluster
Guided by the research findings, market analyses, industry linkages and networks prepare and conduct
one or more pilot itineraries

Participant Engagement
Fundamental to the methodology of achieving one of the prime objectives of the project was to inform the
potential operators of the opportunities the Learning Markets offered and to establish a dialogue between those
interested to tap into this collectively.
The following steps were taken:
• A target group of Aboriginal operators and emerging operators were selected based on the assessment
by James (2006) in her scoping study and updated information from the Tourism NT and CLC
Aboriginal Tourism Development Officers.
• Outlines of the Project were distributed to 17 identified businesses, communities and operators involved
with and offering a range of Aboriginal tourism experiences (Table 1, page 14)).
• The Aboriginal Tourism Sector meetings were seen as a major forum to engage with operators and a
number of meetings were attended to discuss and promote the concept.
• Notice for a special meeting at Tourism NT was sent out to all 17 operators to inform about the
Learning Markets and discuss the possible formation of a cluster group to generate new business from
this sector specifically for Aboriginal product (Appendix C).

Aboriginal Tourism Sector Meetings
At the commencement of this project Tourism NT was actively working on developing an organised voice and
presence for Aboriginal tourism enterprises in Central Australia through tourism sector meetings. Tourism
Central Australia (TCA) had undertaken to host and facilitate these as a sub sector of its regional organisation.
TCA members with interests in Aboriginal tourism were invited along with identified non members who were
operating or developing Aboriginal tourism businesses. The meetings commenced in late 2006 with six meetings
held throughout 2007 with very low Aboriginal operator attendance.
These sector meetings were used to present the findings from the original scoping study (James, 2006) and
the outlines of this project to recruit interested participants. The principal researcher attended a number of the
meetings and presented on the outline and progress accounts of the project. As a medium for presenting the
information about the Learning Markets project and recruiting participants it had very limited effect.
The researchers identified two factors that contributed to the lack of success in communicating the potential
importance of the Learning Markets to Indigenous operator.
In Central Australia:
• there had been no provision in the original scoping study for James to present in detail the research
findings with the Aboriginal tour operators involved, this essential stage of Action Research was
omitted due to funding restraints;
• the attendance at TCA sector meetings was very poor and intermittent attendance by those Aboriginal
operators who had been identified as prime targets for the project.
Tourism NT has had a long interest to develop a focus for Aboriginal tourism enterprises to discuss and voice
their collective opinions that could serve to inform development directions. This has been a preoccupation both
at federal and state agency levels since the mid 1990s with such bodies feeling the need to be able to work
through a representative organisation of Aboriginal tourism interests rather than disparate groups. The first
National Aboriginal Tour Operators Forum in Alice Springs in 1995 had as one of its main aims the formation
of a national association and subsequent state associations (NTTC, 1995). The proposal for an NT Aboriginal
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Tourism Association was again presented in the 2004 Northern Territory Indigenous Tourism Strategy (Tourism
NT, 2004, pp. 9, 10).
A meeting was called in April 2005 by Tourism NT for Aboriginal operators in Alice Springs, It was chaired
by Owen Cole, a prominent Aboriginal businessman from Alice Springs and a board member of Tourism NT
and also the Chair of the Indigenous Tourism Reference Group established to advise the Northern Territory
Indigenous Tourism Strategy. It was specifically called to canvas the forming of an Aboriginal Tourism
Operators Association. As has been the case with the more recent Aboriginal tourism sector meetings the turn
out was very poor with only three operators attending.
This lack of enthusiasm and take up by Aboriginal people interested or involved in tourism in Central
Australia has been indicative of the poor response to the series of sector meetings TCA has been sponsoring
throughout 2007. In a semi structured interview with Craig Catchlove, the past CEO of TCA, he indicated that
the interest shown had been minimal with only two to three Aboriginal operators attending despite considerable
effort to engage.
As had been the case in the past there was always a good turn out of non Aboriginal people with peripheral
interests in Aboriginal tourism but virtually no Aboriginal tourism product providers. Craig felt that there was
not a strong interest by Aboriginal operators or aspirants to tourism to actually network and further their business
aspirations. Interest and attendance very much depended on the participants seeing value in such meetings. This
was a key task of the Tourism NT and CLC Aboriginal Tourism Development Officers.

Special Aboriginal Tourism Meeting—Learning Markets Opportunity
Due to the lack of attendance of the identified target group at the Aboriginal Tourism Sector meetings the LAG
decided to convene a special meeting to present the project and engage possible participants. Notice and details
of the meeting to be held at the Tourism NT boardroom was distributed to the entire selected target group by
letter, fax and email (Appendix C).
On the day there was a disappointing turnout with not one Aboriginal operator present; two tendered their
apologies. There were only two representatives from those invited, both working more indirectly with Aboriginal
people to present experiences with a cultural flavour; the Desert Park which was in the forefront of employing
and training Aboriginal guides and Peter Yates from VAST who was in partnership with and promoter of the
Janganpa group. This was a group of Warlpiri people who were active in presenting dance, ceremony, art and
cross cultural experiences. Other than that there were only the Tourism NT Aboriginal Tourism Officer, one
other LAG member and the principal researcher.
This failure to engage the interest and involvement of the identified target group in one of the main actions of
the project, to from a cluster group and develop collective itineraries, effectively curtailed this planned research
direction. The appropriate Action Research response was then to contact the Aboriginal operators who had been
invited to investigate their reasons for non-attendance. A number of one on one interviews were conducted with
Aboriginal operators following the special meeting providing some insights into the reasons why they had not
attended. These included:
• low priority to engage in such a process that required meeting time and collaboration to progress (of the
Aboriginal operators all but three could be considered as part time at best);
• a range of cultural, social and economic priorities that far outweighed the efforts that might be and
should be devoted to tourism if this was to become a sustainable business;
• lack of understanding of tourism generally and the value of niche markets as a prime market source;
• cultural divisions that made it difficult or less likely to work with other groups—focus more on family
and specific territorial relationships rather than a broad regional/destination approach;
• wariness of sharing ideas and collaborating with others—fear of being tainted by lower standards of
some of the possible cluster participants;
• lack of leadership or a clearly identified driver to lead such an initiative.
One long-standing Aboriginal operator indicated that questions of trust, polarisation of sectors of the
industry, a lack of business philosophy and plenty of talk with little action were endemic barriers to greater
across the region cooperation amongst the Aboriginal operators. Other factors included the costs of attending
such meetings which in some cases involved one to two hours travel and not having the money for fuel. Most of
these enterprises were severely undercapitalised to start with and there needed to be a real value in such meetings
to warrant the cost. The cultural imperative on how the diverse Aboriginal groups historically interacted in
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Central Australia was undoubtedly significant, while cooperative and collaborative efforts across cultural
boundaries increasingly occur, they are the exception rather than the norm (Kimber, 2007, pers. comment).
These barriers to Aboriginal operators’ participation in a ‘Learning Market cluster’ correlate highly with the
difficulties articulated by the Aboriginal operators interviewed across the whole of the Northern Territory as part
of the initial Learning Markets scoping study conducted by James (2006).
It had been a concern of the researchers that the expectation of readily galvanising a diverse group of
Aboriginal tourism operators and would-be operators in Central Australia to work collaboratively and form a
tourism cluster was more an academic perception than a practical one. James’ scoping study had highlighted the
practical problems encountered by the two pilot Learning Markets projects already conducted in the Top End in
2006.
These pilot tours had both relied heavily on itinerary development by the tour leaders, a consultant and an
academic. The coordination of various Aboriginal service providers, transport and accommodation, with
Aboriginal day tours, interpretive talks and specialist agencies including National Parks had required a level of
itinerary organisation and consultation with Aboriginal providers that was beyond the capacity of any one
operator, Tourism NT staff or Territory Discoveries booking staff. The actual delivery of the tours required
additional support for Tourism NT Aboriginal product development officers. Both of these pilot tours were
externally initiated and facilitated and had considerable input in their actual implementation from Tourism NT
personnel (James, 2006; Switzer, 2006; Hall, 2006).
It is rare for such a cluster to occur as a proactive initiative amongst mainstream tourism operations. The
Flinders Tourism Cluster previously mentioned (Chapter 4) is one example. In the Aboriginal tourism scene the
Bhiamie Dreaming Cooperative in NSW as described by Nielsen (2007) is a rare example of something along
these lines. Even in this case Roxanne Smith the Indigenous Business Manager in the region is clearly a prime
mover and facilitator in bringing about the formation of the Cooperative (Nielsen, 2007, p. 23). The Ardi
Indigenous Tourism Operators Association on the Dampier Peninsula north of Broome is another of few
examples
were
a
collaborative
approach
is
being
taken
with
some
success
(www.indigenoustourism.australia.com, 2007). In this case there are number of long established Aboriginal
tourism enterprises alongside a host of emerging interests. Strong local leadership along with good
entrepreneurial spirit and an increasing tourism flow line fed from Broome have all been instrumental in Ardi’s
achievements.
Central Australia does not yet have the tourism dynamic or leadership similar to these two examples to
emulate something similar and for the time being it may well be more appropriate to support the building of
individual tourism business capacity through the better coordination of the existing support systems and take on
board the views of the PATA (1991) task force:
Aboriginal interests in tourism development should be part of overall development effort, rather than through a
separate Aboriginal tourist body.

The fully developed cluster process as outlined in the methodology chapter of this report was not able to be
initiated or assessed as part of this research project as the target group was not adequately informed or convinced
of the value to them of involvement in such a marketing cluster. The secondary objective of developing a Pilot
Learning Markets itinerary for Central Australia had to be achieved by a different way.

Changing Direction
At the LAG meeting following the unsuccessful operators meeting to discuss the formation of a cluster it was
decided to continue with the second objective of developing a pilot itinerary in Central Australia to target
specific Learning Market opportunities. This would be done through the more conventional approach of a
facilitator or catalyst (in this case the principal researcher) who would design and facilitate a program that would
involve a number of the Aboriginal operators.
In February 2007 in the early stages of the program there had been an enquiry through a specialist operator
for a Northern Territory itinerary for an international school from Singapore. In the request the focus had been
on the Top End but it was seen as an opportunity to try and develop a program for Central Australia and see if
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the school may be interested in this. As this was a real enquiry and opportunity it was decided for the LAG to
prepare a suitable program and test the waters with the Singapore school (Appendix D).
This was completed and submitted for consideration. The response was negative, indicating that it was
beyond the school’s budget at this stage. This was an early indicator that Central Australian programs would
have to face the cost barrier because of its remoteness and limited competition by air carriers to get to Alice
Springs.
During the course of the project another special interest enquiry came from a specialist inbound operator,
Diverse Travel Australia. This was to join a New Zealand inbound operator to link to a Maori Food and Culture
Tour. It was proposed to have a five day extension to the existing tours out of Auckland targeting the US market.
This was another real opportunity and a chance to feature a complementary specialist program in Central
Australia.
A further option was a cultural training program for guides from Adventure Tours one of Australia’s biggest
safari operators. Jungala Kris, one of the local Aboriginal operators, was considered to lead this utilising
Hermannsburg/Palm Valley as the key location. This would be a two day program involving a cluster of
Aboriginal tourism operations around Hermannsburg.
It was decided to go ahead with the Diverse Travel Food and Culture Tour proposal. Robert Taylor,
Aboriginal operator from RT Tours and a member of the LAG group accepted the vacant co-, researcher position
to help facilitate and take a key role in the itinerary. This would provide an ideal opportunity for Robert to create
a linked package of experiences utilising some of the other Central Australian Aboriginal experiences along with
more mainstream offerings.
With the assistance of the principal researcher the Food, Aboriginal Art and Culture Tour was created
(Appendix D). This five-day tour has a strong Aboriginal component using seven different products including
Aboriginal guides, homelands community, art centres, catering business and Aboriginal sites and owned
enterprises. It also involves accommodation, transfers and other mainstream operators and showcases iconic
natural features around Alice Springs.
The itinerary was finalised late in November 2007 and was take to the US on a major marketing and
promotional exercise. It was proposed to have Bob Taylor from RT Tours, who is also an experienced chef as the
prime focus of the tour to escort groups of up to 16 people. A trial famil with a group of journalists was
conducted in 2008 (see evaluation Appendix E) and possibly a program at least two and more departures each
year.
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Chapter 5

METHODOLOGICAL REVIEW OF THE PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter reports the assessment undertaken by Diana James of the pilot project, Indigenous Operators
Learning Market Cluster in Central Australia, in terms of the implementation of the Indigenous Participatory
Action Research Methodology and the overall outcomes of the project.

Ethical and Cultural Research Protocols
Ethically the research conformed to best practice standards of Charles Darwin University (CDU) and culturally
appropriate research protocols as advised by the Indigenous Tourism Officer position in the Central Land
Council (CLC).

Intellectual Property
The research did not involve the recording or use of any Indigenous intellectual or cultural material. The
commercial use of cultural knowledge, performance and sites in the Learning Market tours included in a pilot
itinerary remained the intellectual property of each Aboriginal tour operator. The ethical protocols regarding the
intellectual property of any information shared with researchers was clearly established in a ‘letter of consent’
that participants signed prior to involvement in the research.

Participation
There was no active participation in the research by the Indigenous tourism operators who had previously
expressed interest (James, 2006) in becoming more involved in the Learning Markets. The Indigenous coresearcher position was not filled until Robert Taylor, an Aboriginal operator and member of the Local Action
Group, became involved in the final stage creating a Learning Markets tour itinerary in Central Australia.
Participation in the action research process was in practice restricted to the Local Action Group who
collaboratively designed and reflected on the research actions, fieldwork data collection and data analysis and
decided on new actions.

Parameters of the Research
The parameters of the research project were established by the LAG group in the absence of Aboriginal operator
participants:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Focus on Aboriginal participants’ expertise and what they can offer to the Learning Markets
Develop networks by engaging with other key organisations and stakeholders who can support this
initiative—Central Land Council, Central Australian Tourism Industry Association, Charles Darwin
University, Institute for Aboriginal Development, Desert Park, Desert Knowledge Australia and Desert
Knowledge Cooperative Research Centre—and build relationships with educational and corporate
partners
Create understanding by presenting the opportunities for engaging with the Learning Markets identified
in the scoping study in a clear, plain language manner to the Aboriginal tourism sector
Analyse marketing opportunities for sustainable special interest tourism development

The Central Australian Learning Markets pilot project identified two main problematic areas that inhibit the
involvement of Aboriginal operators in the Learning Markets:

Barriers to involvement
Historically, few Aboriginal operators have been involved in the regional tourism industry meetings convened by
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the Central Australian Tourism Industry Association (CATIA) or in the special interest Indigenous Tourism
sector meetings. This lack of regional cooperation was a barrier to becoming involved in a cooperative Central
Australian Learning Markets Cluster.
The Indigenous tourism operators who chose not to participate in the pilot project identified several key
barriers:
• low priority to engage in such a process that required meeting time and collaboration to progress (of the
Aboriginal operators all but three could be considered as part-time at best);
• a range of cultural, social and economic priorities that far outweighed the efforts that might be and
should be devoted to tourism if this was to become a sustainable business;
• lack of understanding of tourism generally and the value of niche markets as a prime market source;
• cultural divisions that made it difficult or less likely to work with other groups—focus more on family
and specific territorial relationships rather than a broad regional/destination approach;
• wariness of sharing ideas and collaborating with others— fear of being tainted by lower standards of
some of the possible cluster participants;
• lack of leadership or a clearly identified driver to lead such an initiative.
These barriers to participation in a ‘Learning Market cluster’ correlate highly with the difficulties identified
by the Aboriginal operators interviewed across the whole of the Northern Territory as part of James’ initial
Learning Markets scoping study:
•
lack of understanding of tourism marketing linkages generally and the value of niche markets as a
prime market source;
• small businesses with limited cash flow and staff availability restrictions are concerned about their
ability to meet Learning Markets group demands for specialist staff and high level service;
• ensuring that the quality of product and services offered by all operators was consistently high;
• guaranteeing sufficient numbers of Aboriginal guides with Indigenous traditional heritage knowledge
and special interest knowledge;
• difficulties working with operators who were outside their family kinship or language groups or with
whom they had avoidance relationships.

Lack of a leader/ facilitator
The scoping study review of the two pilot Learning Markets projects in the Top End in 2006 identified the heavy
reliance on itinerary development by the tour leaders, a consultant and academics. The coordination of various
Aboriginal service providers, transport and accommodation, with Aboriginal day tours, interpretive talks and
specialist agencies including National Parks, had required a level of itinerary organisation and consultation with
Aboriginal providers that was beyond the capacity of any one operator, Tourism NT staff or Territory
Discoveries booking staff. The actual delivery of the tours required additional support for Tourism NT
Aboriginal product development officers. Both of these pilot tours were externally initiated and facilitated by
considerable input from Tourism NT personnel (James, 2006; Switzer, 2006; Hall, 2006).
Considering the Top End case studies it was unrealistic to expect that Aboriginal tourism operators in Central
Australia would form a tourism cluster without an independent leader or facilitator.. The lack of a leader and
facilitator in the Central Australian situation was determined to be a critical factor in the failure of Indigenous
tourism operators to form a ‘cluster’.

Stage by Stage Overview
The research project, Indigenous Tourism Learning Markets Cluster in Central Australia, failed to engage the
participation of Aboriginal operators thereby not satisfying the principles and practice of Indigenous
Participatory Action Research Methodology. It was assumed that Aboriginal tour operators, who had previously
identified as problematic their lack of access to the special interest Learning Markets, would engage in the pilot
project. However, the Aboriginal tour operators had not proposed the formation of a ‘cluster’ as a possible action
to improve their situation. This action was proposed by Nicholas Hall in the research background paper for
Tourism NT (Hall, 2006). It is probable that this lack of direct involvement of Aboriginal operators in setting the
aims of the research is one of the reasons for their failure to participate in the research.
The first step is for the participants to define the research problem and identify action to change or improve
the situation. As the participants, the Aboriginal operators, were not involved in this first step they subsequently
failed to engage actively in the research project. It was argued that the Aboriginal operators’ desire to increase
their knowledge of and access to the Learning Markets, as identified in the Learning Markets Discussion Paper
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(James 2006), was the ‘first step’ in initiating the pilot project research. However, the results of this scoping
study had only been briefly discussed with the Indigenous participants and there was no detailed follow up by
Tourism NT Aboriginal product development officers. The Indigenous participants had not defined the
objectives of the second stage of the proposed research. These essential steps in Participatory Action Research
Methodology were not followed and may have contributed to the Indigenous tourism operators decision not to
participate in the research.
The goals and aims of the second stage of the Learning Markets research were determined prior to
discussions with the research participants. The pilot project, Learning Markets and Indigenous Tourism Cluster
in Central Australia, was initiated through a letter of invitation to Indigenous operators that stated the research
project aims as participation in a cluster group formation and development of a Learning Market itinerary in
Central Australia. The pilot project report notes that the ‘interest and attendance very much depended on the
participants seeing value in such meetings. This was a key task of the Tourism NT and CLC Aboriginal Tourism
Development Officers’ (Schmiechen and James, 2008 pp. 18). If the Tourism NT tourism officers had been
discussing the results of the Learning Markets scoping study with Aboriginal operators then the research aims of
the second stage may have been different and may have engaged their participation. Unfortunately this lack of
continuity was exacerbated by several changes in Tourism NT personnel during the research project. The reasons
operators gave for non-attendance revealed their lack of empowerment in both accessing knowledge of the
specialised Learning Markets and understanding why they should participate in the proposed research.
Participatory Action Research is not research that is externally generated ‘by one group of people to get
another group of people to do what is thought best for them—to implement a central policy or an organisational
or service change’(Wadsworth, 1998). The pilot project was clearly designed and driven by government and
industry agencies who desired to implement an organisational change in the way Aboriginal tour operators in
Central Australia interact with the Learning Markets. The pilot project report concluded that ‘to engage a group
of Aboriginal operators in developing or being part of an itinerary for particular market needs generally needs a
catalyst/facilitator to initiate and drive the process’(Schmiechen and James, 2008 pp. 30)). The use of a
catalyst/facilitator external to the group of participants is antithetical to participatory action research
methodology.
The research method adhered to by the Learning Markets pilot project in Central Australia was an action
research method engaged in with the Local Action Group (LAG) participants. The research ‘participant group’
changed from the intended group of Indigenous tourism operators to the Local Action Group consisting of
Tourism NT and CLC Tourism Product Development Officers, CDU researchers, CDU special interest tourism
facilitator, an Aboriginal tour operator and a TCA Learning Market tour specialist. The Aboriginal tour operator
representative took on the role of Indigenous co-researcher during the final stage. The pilot project engaged with
the LAG group participants at every stage of the research following classic action research methodology of
changing research direction and action in response to situations encountered during the research process.
The results demonstrated an efficient ‘mainstream’ way of increasing Indigenous tourism operators’
participation in the Learning Markets by using a facilitator to design itineraries that respond to market demand
and include several operators’ products. However, this research pilot project did not conclusively answer the
research question: ‘Is the formation of a business cluster an appropriate and desired structure for Indigenous
tourism operators in Central Australia to facilitate greater access to the Learning Markets’? The reasons for the
lack of participation of Central Australian Aboriginal tourism operators in the research pilot project were not
fully explored within the parameters of this research. Therefore, conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the
possible appropriateness of the formation of business clusters as a structure for Indigenous tourism operators in
Central Australia to facilitate greater access to the Learning Markets. However, the pilot project did clearly
establish the failure of imposing a cluster structure on a group of Indigenous tourism operators who have not
already chosen to form a cooperative business or marketing association. This result reinforces the need for
research that aims to engage the full participation of Indigenous people in tourism to follow Participatory Action
Research Methodology.
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Chapter 6

OTHER NICHE MARKET ACTIVITIES
The purpose of this section is to document a number of related initiatives (surrounding this STCRC project)
which also inform the difficulties pertaining to the implementation of Aboriginal product development initiative
in the context of Central Australia.
Generally niche market programs are created and facilitated through specific catalysts. Most often these are
specialist agents, wholesalers and inbound operators. Territory Discoveries as an arm of Tourism NT is one such
avenue for developing specialist tourism packages, although most of these tend to be focused on mainstream
tourism. Tourism Australia is undertaking a major campaign as part of Indigenous Tourism Australia to create
better connections to these important players in the distribution system. The Indigenous Tourism Product
Manual and its expanding web portal are major initiatives to implement this. Individual states and the Territory
all have their own specific strategies to try and capture these desirable niche markets.
At the time of this project there were a number of initiatives relevant to the niche Learning Markets. These
are more relevant to engaging Aboriginal product and linking them to the consumers than the more elusive
concept of stimulating a pro active Aboriginal Tourism Cluster. These initiatives are briefly described below

Tourism NT Niche Markets Division
The 2006 scoping study identified several breaks in the links between Indigenous product and Learning Markets
clients. The report recommended the appointment of a niche market Indigenous tourism specialist (James, 2006)
to facilitate specialist itinerary development for clients interested in Aboriginal cultural experiences as part of a
learning tour. At the start of 2007 Tourism NT (Tourism NT) established a Niche Markets Division in Sydney
headed by Kate Schilling (Tourism NT Niche Market News, July 2007).
The main aim of this division is to link a number of smaller niche experiences into commercial networks to
be promoted and sold mainly to the overseas market. A number of niche areas have been identified through
Tourism NT’s international managers and Aboriginal culture is considered of high interest.
Aboriginal art is seen as an opportunity to build on the worldwide interest and strong positioning of Central
Australia by incorporating this into a saleable itinerary linking a number of community art centres. The Art
Trails program was tested initially as an online campaign to gauge consumer interest and trial key words. It had a
higher than normal average click through rate but a low conversion rate. This reflects past experience that shows
that Aboriginal culture attracts high levels of interest but has a low take-up rate, especially for more extended
programs.
The target market was art enthusiasts. The Art Trails tours offered them an opportunity to meet the artists,
travel to the art centres, learn about the land, compare styles and add to their collections.
Three Central Australian based tours were offered, one with an established local specialist tour operator Way
Outback, another with an air touring operator Didgeri Air Tour providing art tours pitched at serious collectors
and one as a self drive tag-along experience with a prominent Sydney based artist and local 4WD tour operator
Jol Fleming.
The Didgeri Air Tour and 4WD trips both departed—the Way Outback trip did not go, though there were
enquiries as to alternative dates and charter options.
For the 4WD trip a mixture of well recognised and lesser art centres were incorporated in the program along
with key local attractions such as Uluru, Kings Canyon and Rainbow Valley. In each case, fundamental to the
itinerary was the use of an established operator providing the transport and organisational linkage to connect to
the various locations. The art centre coordinators provided the vital connection to the artists and the insights into
the role visual art plays in contemporary Aboriginal life.
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The prime catalyst in driving these programs is the Niche Market Director working closely with the Regional
Tourism NT Aboriginal tourism development officer to connect the network of products together and work
closely with well established tour operators with experience in the region to deliver the clients. This is in essence
what has been the case for many years via a few inbound operators and tour specialists.
Although from time to time art centres and different groups of Aboriginal tourism aspirants have indicated a
possible interest in a more collective approach to working cooperatively to access such markets, it is mostly
beyond their individual capacity to take such an initiative further. Such itinerary coordination requires a regional
organisation of which they are all members, such as DESART or TCA, or a specialist inbound operator or niche
market specialist within Tourism NT.
Although the Tourism NT initiative was testing specifically a marketing approach through the Internet to
refine future promotion and development of Aboriginal Art Trails and other niche programs it did highlight the
organisational and logistical requirements such programs demand.
In terms of next steps, the expanded Aboriginal Art Trails and also the Bird Watching Programs will go
online later in November 2007, with overseas campaign activity set to start in early 2008. This will feature 20
trips for each niche, and the sites will be launched as campaigns with links through to the experiences section
and to relevant industry groups and events. Environmental Conservation Projects, Bush Medicine and Healing
Workshops and Aboriginal Music Schools are next in line for future development.

Tourism Central Australia Educational Market Initiative
Tourism Central Australia (TCA) initiated a marketing concept to target the education market to visit Central
Australia. Tourism NT is supporting the initiative established at the end of 2006. The prime aim is to target the
domestic schools excursion sector and win greater market share. There is already an established existing school
excursion network and specialist operators that deal primarily with the schools market mostly from the eastern
states New South Wales and Victoria.
A major interest identified by this market is to connect more to Aboriginal cultural experiences. In this regard
the NT has a distinct edge and Central Australia should be a prime location to deliver this. This is, however, not
necessarily reflected enough in what information and opportunities are on offer through the current distribution
networks.
Several local Aboriginal operators have already been active in this area and see it as an opportunity for
further business. Obtaining good Aboriginal product content for such programs remains a major difficulty to
sustain. As many potential products are still mainly in the concept and development stage they often do not have
the right pre- requisites for delivering to this market. Issues include:
• having a product with definite departures (times dates rates) and staffing issues (ensuring that there will
be speakers dancers etc. on site when visitors are expecting them)
• generic issues that all new businesses face with the likes of ensuring that one has the correct liability
Insurance, appropriate licenses, occupational health and safety requirements and
• for the purpose of this initiative by Tourism Central Australia, it is recommended to hold membership
with the local industry association.
Primarily this is a marketing initiative with limited capacity to undertake the product development necessary
to advance most of the potential Aboriginal cultural products and resolve some of the above issues.
Letetia Polychronopoulos, marketing manager with TCA is the prime facilitator and driver of this program.
This initiative is limited to TCA members and involves a targeted cooperative marketing program. This is
focused on the School Excursion and Outdoor Education Resource Register, Secondary Schools Principals
Conference and developing a we site tab dedicated to the Education market, as well as coordinating a
cooperative stand at the Education Expo in Sydney 2008.
Key Central Australian businesses include:
• Mbantua Gallery and Museum
• Alice Springs Desert Park
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Royal Flying Doctor
National Pioneer Women’s Hall of Fame
Anangu Tours
Strehlow Centre
Alice Spring Reptile Centre
Heavier Gap Outback Lodge
Assa Abloy Henley on Todd
Pyndan Camels
Adelaide House
Voyages
Outback Quads
Sounds of Starlight Theatre

Only Anangu Tours and the Desert Park offer any direct Aboriginal experience out of this group. Mbantua
and the Strehlow Centre both have a strong Aboriginal focus but limited interaction with Aboriginal people. All
the above businesses are well established in mainstream tourism. None of the emerging Aboriginal tourism
enterprises were considered for this as predominantly they are not TCA members and would not meet the
‘market ready’ or ‘export ready criteria’ of the National Indigenous Tourism Product Manual.
Part of the campaign includes cooperative advertising for the Schools Excursion Register, arranging a famil
for selected school excursion program coordinators and having a stall at the Schools Expo similar to a travel
show.
There is undoubted opportunity for Aboriginal products to have a greater part in this; however, the same
issues of availability, meeting the basic tour operation requirements and reliability to deliver are barriers that
need to be overcome. This will require more intensive product development work as well as increased
understanding and desire to be part of such an initiative by emerging Aboriginal enterprises.

Charles Darwin University Central Australian Travel Programs
During the mid 1990s, Elderhostel, one of the US leading adventure /learning travel providers, commenced
regular programs to Central Australia. Linked with the University of Wollongong this became a regular program
incorporating both New Zealand and Australia.
The then Centralian College became a key provider for delivering the Alice Springs/Uluru component of
these tours along with a small number of tours to Darwin/Kakadu/Katherine. With the subsequent amalgamation
with Charles Darwin University (CDU) this tour function was retained and Martin Ludgate took over in 1995.
This section has now become a full time extension of CDU with Martin as the program leader through the
Business Link (the Business Development unit of CDU). Extra support is provided through the marketing
section of CDU’s Corporate Communications unit from Darwin campus. CDU has acquired a small component
of basic camping gear used to support some of the programs.
Most of the business is still sourced primarily through the Elderhostel programs which generally spend
fivedays in the region. The programs are information rich with guest lectures being a feature. They are budget
conscious with three-star accommodation and basic meals for groups up to 40 (with an average size of 30).
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These tours were reviewed by James in the Learning Markets scoping study of 2006 in terms of their
Aboriginal content and potential to involve Aboriginal operators (James, 2006). It was found that Aboriginal
content regarding history and art has always been a key feature—but this has mostly been delivered by nonAboriginal lecturers /guides, often by Martin Ludgate as tour leader. Ludgate indicated that Elderhostels usually
complains that Aboriginal operated tours like Anangu Tours are too expensive to be included in the itinerary.
Cost, availability and reliability have been cited as major barriers for increasing direct Aboriginal involvement.
A number of other educational institutions have worked through this CDU link to undertake programs with
special focus incorporating Aboriginal content. Most of these have come through word of mouth and direct
referral and there has been no active marketing of such tours to this point. These include Melbourne University
and a Fulbright trip in 2006 which incorporated an Anangu dot painting workshop for two art teachers on tour.
In conjunction with Tourism NT new niche market programs are being developed with a six day program on
Tropical Birds being one of the first to be jointly marketed for 2008. A successful pilot program was undertaken
in late October 2007.
There is undoubtedly scope within this Learning Market enterprise of CDU in Central Australia and the Top
End to forge stronger links and incorporate more aspect of the Aboriginal experience as part of the
course/program offerings. There is a capacity building and product development process that needs to be taken
further for this to happen as identified by James in her 2006 Discussion Paper.

Direct 4WD Awareness Plenty River Lakes: Simpson Desert Tag-along
Tour
Jol Fleming has established a partnership with Lindsay Bookie, traditional owner of Batten Hill and associated
Hay River – Simpson Desert area to conduct 4WD tours. Lindsay obtained assistance from Central Land Council
(CLC) and the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) to establish a Bush Camp at Batten Hill. This camp has been
operational for some years now and is proving extremely successful. Increasing numbers of independent 4WD
travellers are using it either as part of a Direct 4WD Tag-along tour or to pay for access along the Hay River
through to or from the Simpson Desert. Most stop over at the Batten Hill camp for a cultural experience on bush
food, medicine and local stories from Lindsay and his family.
Jol is the main catalyst and conduit in this business and provides the point of contact for Lindsay’s venture.
Much of the advertising is word of mouth or through articles in the 4WD magazines. The 4WD off road network
through clubs and websites is an extremely effective and well patronised one and makes it easy to generate
business for this venture at minimal cost.
In the 2007 season Batten Hill was booked out for most of June to end of August and made a substantial
turnover. This has been an example of a very successful business relationship between an Aboriginal
entrepreneur and a successful non Aboriginal business to tap into a niche tourism market. A key attraction is
accessing interesting and often remote Aboriginal lands in areas that appeal to the growing 4WD travellers. The
addition of an Aboriginal cultural experience is not specifically sought by most of the participants but once they
are there becomes a valued bonus. This reflects recent research by Doris Schmalleger (April 2007) that few
4WD tourists seek out Aboriginal cultural experiences as a motivation for their trip.
In July 2007 Jol organised a new touring route on neighbouring Aboriginal land to travel down the old bore
line along the Plenty River and explore an ephemeral set of lakes on the edge of the Simpson Desert. Alan
Drover the traditional owner accompanied this 4WD tagalong trip.
The touring party consisted of 17 vehicles most of which were towing trailers. Up to six vehicles were
primary support with the other 11 being a mixture of regulars who had been on previous trips along with four
first time participants. Most were seasoned 4WD travellers who regularly undertook trips to classic Outback
4WD destinations such as the Canning Stock Route, Simpson Desert and Burnsville Track. The round journey
was 500 kilometres from the last refuelling stop at Jervois Station on the Plenty Highway. All supplies, water
and fuel were carried by the party for the duration of the seven-day trip.
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The trip was promoted as an ‘Exploration Trip’ with the aim of finding traces of earlier pioneer travellers in
this remote region—possibly Ludwig Leichardt. Most of the participants had the information and contacts
through previous trips with Jol. The attraction for most was the opportunity to access a remote and interesting
area that normally required permits from Aboriginal traditional owners, which for most tended to be too
complicated. In this case Jol’s relationship with Alan Drover the local traditional owner for Atula Station and the
surrounding country provided the opportunity to travel into this country. Apart from providing Alan and his
community with an immediate economic return via the access fee paid per vehicle it was a chance for him to
revisit country he had not seen for a long time and would normally find the logistic costs prohibitive to do so.
Very few of the party had any specific interest in exploring the Aboriginal cultural dimensions of this
landscape and it had not been a motivator in taking part in this trip. Along with Alan we also had local historian
Dick Kimber accompany the trip and along with some other expertise in the group there was a strong focus on
the Aboriginal occupation and presence in this landscape. There was scant evidence of European travels and
occupation outside the bores sunk along the Plenty and remnants from one of the Blue Streak Rockets.
The Plenty Lakes provided numerous sites highlighting past Aboriginal travel and occupation including some
excellent artefact scatters in the many claypans surrounding the ephemeral lakes. Everyone became highly
interested in leaning about and discussing past and present Aboriginal culture and Alan’s presence provided a
ready conduit to contemporary Aboriginal life.
Although Alan had no real idea about tourism and what it entailed he became highly enthused about the
prospect of Jol organising more such trips. In this case the appeal of ready cash in hand no doubt was a telling
factor. It does provide an excellent opportunity for the traditional owners at Atula to find another means of
economic gain from their lands. To work successfully the symbiotic partnership with a bona fide and
experienced tour operator such as Jol Fleming is an essential ingredient.
Jol highlighted that such partnerships do have their difficulties and it is easy to become a welfare benevolent
society in the process. To make it work requires setting very clear frameworks and boundaries on what and how
things happen. The money story especially needs to be absolutely clear. There is often an expectation by the
Aboriginal partners that not only do they have call on direct remuneration from such ventures but then have an
expectation of utilising all the other resources the non Aboriginal partner has available. Jol is adamant that there
needs to be a very clear demarcation line and it is dangerous to waver from this. Part of the challenge is to
change the well entrenched welfare/handout mentality into a more realistic ‘doing business’ approach. This
demands a degree of capacity building which is integral to developing future Aboriginal tourism product.
This example offers a very achievable approach on how to capitalise on niche markets such as the 4WD
fraternity. Aboriginal people in Central Australia have much to offer in providing access to their lands and in the
process presenting aspects of their cultural perspective to an audience that would not be seeking this as their
primary objective but are happy to encompass it in the course of their experience.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The genesis for this project was primarily driven by Tourism NT’s ongoing concern with furthering development
of emerging and existing Aboriginal tourism enterprises, and in particular explore ways to support product
innovation and development in that sector. The ‘Learning Markets’ notion was defined to group tourism market
segments that express a central interest in Aboriginal cultural experiences and are more ready to embrace all
aspects of such experiences. As Brokensha and Guidberg (1992) have identified, these ‘cultural immersion’
travellers were much more forgiving in the polish and ‘mod cons’ expected than mainstream tourists would.
Woods
in
Douglas
(2001, p. 189)) makes a similar point by contrasting educational tourism to commodity tourism claiming the
former can tolerate the intricacies and changeability of the experience whereas the latter needs to be predictable
and cannot tolerate uncertainty (often a predominant feature of emerging Aboriginal tourism enterprises).
Although the notion of more flexible alternative travellers is fairly universal, the process by which such markets
evolve into sizeable and commercially viable segments, and the implications for product innovations, have rarely
been researched.
The approach was applied in the two Top End itineraries piloted by Tourism NT in 2006 (Hall 2006). The
Women’s and Indigenous Tourism Development Initiative Women’s Pilot Tour incorporated a mixture of
Indigenous women’s tourism ideas and aspirations with existing commercial operations and targeted a specific
Learning Market described as (Switzer, 2006, p.5):
For the non-Indigenous women clients, the main objective in joining the pilot tour was to experience a meaningful
cultural exchange in the company of women in remote Top End landscapes, especially Kakadu National Park.

For Tourism NT it was seen as a product development opportunity to build and sell a niche product, access
special interest groups sympathetic to developmental processes and link Indigenous tourism enterprises and
women’s programs (Switzer, 2006, attachment I). In contrast, the research viewpoint involved examining the
intricacies of the product development process in the context of a cluster of enterprises and stakeholders
potentially positioned to benefit from markets with high levels of interest in learning about Aboriginal culture.
The extended intention was to inform product development potential beyond the niche markets identified as
active in Central Australia (Hall 2006).
This underpinned the applied attempt to galvanising Aboriginal tourism efforts in Central Australia and
justified the approach described below. Increasing and improving the range of Aboriginal product was very
much an ongoing concern in Central Australia driven by both Tourism NT and some of the other government
agencies as well as parts of the local tourism industry. It was anticipated that the Learning Markets offered a
distinctive opportunity for the disparate Aboriginal tourism enterprises and this had been identified in the
Indigenous Tourism and Learning Markets Discussion Paper (James, 2006). The experimental process implied
that various approaches to implementation of such clusters could be considered and that a real case could be
trialled that would be facilitated by the leadership provided by the research project coordinator and the Tourism
NT Aboriginal Tourism Product Development Officer. Activities were to include:
• development of documented protocols and methodology endorsed by experts that satisfy Aboriginal
cultural contexts;
• formation of a ‘cluster’ involving a number of stakeholders and documentation of entrepreneurial
initiatives or challenges arising from various models of tourism clusters;
• establishment of a process to evaluate the success and value of new products created;
• actual execution of some commercial products (in the form of itineraries or alternatives).
It was anticipated that the research leader would involve key stakeholders to foster local collaboration and
facilitate the formation of a ‘cluster’ capable of cooperatively creating tourism programs suitable for the
Learning Markets. This would lead to a number of pilot itineraries that could be investigate and connected to
potential markets through the appropriate linkages in the distribution system. While the basic concept made use
of diverse academic models, it was strongly aimed at the practical reality, and the role and value of leadership of
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a facilitator capable of creating and implementing these ventures, and linking research agendas with real-world
tourism operations development.
As it turned out, once the project failed to engage the Aboriginal tourism operators as a group for the sake of
seriously considering the potential opportunities arising from the Learning Markets, to work cooperatively and to
provide directions for future product development. The potential reasons are likely to be complex and difficult to
establish. They could include any combination of the following:
• The concept of (and segments making) Learning Markets might be seen as a low priority, excessively
thin or lacking interest by relevant tourism stakeholders.
• The barriers to collaboration (even in the context of a relatively narrow market, narrow product type,
and small region) are overwhelming in the regional and cultural contexts considered.
• The type, nature, location-availability, commitment and quality of the leadership role provided by the
project (to the concept and its development) was questionable.
In keeping with the principles of the action research methodology applied the subsequent evaluation of this
lack of response to participate led to a change in action and different approach to engagement. This produced a
viable commercial Learning Markets itinerary with likely paying clients in 2008. It links together a range of
Aboriginal experiences that are ‘market’ ready and provided an opportunity for facilitation by a local Aboriginal
operator who also took on the role of the Indigenous co-researcher in the later stage of this project.
The project did allow a detailed examination of some of the background information and initiatives that have
been integral to the development of Aboriginal tourism in the Northern Territory and the role of the Territory
lead tourism agency Tourism NT. It provides a particular focus on Central Australia but there are common
lessons to be learnt that inform the broader issues of Aboriginal tourism product development and the role of
niche Learning Markets across Australia.

The Learning Market Opportunity and the Concept of Clusters
There is no doubt that the niche markets and the identified Learning Market sector present a major interest and
opportunity for Aboriginal tourism. The Northern Territory has a long history of looking to identify and engage
in this area with varying success—past knowledge may well be useful in informing and directing future actions
in this area. One of the advantages this grouping of market segments offers is that it can most readily engage
with evolving Aboriginal products on the periphery of tourism activity. This requires excellent
facilitation/guiding and detailed pre trip information and briefing. Diverse Travel one of the rare specialist
inbound operators in this area has been practicing this successfully for many years. The recent Mysteries of
Arnhem Land cruise by Orion Cruises was another example of how this can work.
Using the concept of ‘clusters’ as a tool in economic planning as applied to Aboriginal tourism has merits. It
needs much more explanation and possibly considerable modification but has elements that would work well for
integrating a more cooperative and focused approach by Aboriginal tourism enterprises and their related industry
and support agencies. There is a need for much greater awareness and capacity building to raise the interest and
motivation of potential participants. The Ardi example on the Dampier Peninsula is at this stage one of the best
examples of such a cooperative effort. It seems a much more commercial approach than the preoccupation with
forming Aboriginal tourism operators associations that have gained little traction in the current Northern
Territory environment.

Corporate Knowledge
Poor retention and transfer of corporate knowledge is a perennial problem particular to state, federal and territory
tourism agencies. This especially affects Aboriginal tourism and the Northern Territory is a prime example.
Tourism NT has been at the forefront of developing, supporting and marketing Aboriginal tourism since the mid
1980s. Up to the late 1990s, positions in this area had been relatively stable but since 2000 there has been a high
turnover of staff in Central Australia. With this there has been considerable loss of corporate knowledge. This is
demonstrated by the lack of awareness of past initiatives and policies in the niche market area which has had an
ongoing focus on the relevance to Aboriginal tourism throughout the 1980s and 1990s. This has led to a lack of
follow up, benefiting from past actions and in many instances re-inventing the wheel as shown in this report.
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Coordinated Approach
Just as there is a desire to see a more collaborative and coordinated approach by Aboriginal tour operators the
same has long been applicable to the myriad of agencies and interest groups that make up the support system
assisting these ventures. This need has been stated by (Buultjens, J., Waller, I., Graham, S., Carson, D. 2002,
Schmiechen and Boyle, 2007) and clearly identified in the Discussion Paper: National Strategy for Indigenous
Tourism 2007–2012 (ITA, 2007). This is especially relevant to improve Aboriginal tour operators capacity,
knowledge and understanding that would better enable them to capitalise on tourism opportunities such as the
Learning Markets and more likely to use a cluster approach to furthering their interests. The Tourism NT
Aboriginal Tourism Development officers would be crucial in delivering this at the ‘grass roots’ level.

Role of a Facilitator/Catalyst to Connect to the Learning Markets
It has been shown in the findings of this research that to engage a group of Aboriginal operators in developing or
being part of an itinerary for particular market needs generally needs a catalyst/facilitator to initiate and drive the
process. This is common practice across the broader spectrum of the tourism industry. Rarely do a group of
operators group together to proactively tackle a sector of the market place. Such initiates are usually driven by an
outside request or as part of a deliberate strategy such as most recently the TCA Education Market initiative or
Tourism NT’s Niche Market Units Art Trails. Local operators/entrepreneurs such as in this case Bob Taylor
from RT Tours, Institutional coordinators such as Martin Ludgate from CDU, and specialist agents or inbound
operators such as Diverse Travel provide the key role in creating and linking these specialist tourism menus to
the relevant market segments.
These facilitators often depend on good local information and this has been and should remain a primary role
for the Tourism NT Aboriginal Tourism Development positions and their Land Council counterparts. Packaging
the products such as the pilot itineraries is important, and using opportunities such as the Indigenous Experiences
Roadshow 2007 and the Indigenous Tourism Product Manual (ITA, 2007), are important elements in
establishing the right linkages to the distribution system and catching future clients. Supporting this with good
collateral such as the motivational, informational and educational brochures akin to the past Experience
Aboriginal Culture in Australia’s Northern Territory and web presence such as Tourism NT’s niche campaign is
essential.

Recommendations
This study clearly identifies a number of key steps that should be considered for future actions to assist the
development of Aboriginal tourism generally and gain greater gains from the Learning Markets specifically.
• While the project did not consider or undertake an analysis of capacity issues that demonstrate that the
failure of the project was caused by precisely attributable capacity gaps, it is likely that a more
coordinated support approach between the key agencies and other stakeholders to improve capacity
building, knowledge and awareness of how tourism works with some stakeholder groups would
beneficial.
• More support and recognition of the role of key facilitators/catalysts such as local operators, inbound
operators and specialist agents—and experimentation over possible models of leadership;
• Development of an updated Learning Markets strategy that takes into account past and current
initiatives and explicitly focuses on collaborative product development initiatives.
• Fostering more specific tourism training options that meet Aboriginal needs and take into account
specific local social, economic and logistical conditions and support product development.
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APPENDIX B: LOCAL ACTION GROUP
LEARNING MARKETS AND INDIGENOUS TOURISM:
Action research pilot of a Learning Markets cluster in Central Australia, NT

Project Local Action Group
Name
Tim Hill

Phone
08 89518 8557
0401 115 610

Email
Tim.hill@nt.gov.au

0409 200 450

schmiech@ozemail.com.au

08 8959 5391
08 89595293 (Fax)
0408 897 934
08 8950 5013

Martin.ludgate@cdu.edu.au

Maree Meridith

Position
Aboriginal Product Development
Officer
Tourism NT
Senior Research Fellow
Indigenous Tourism
CDU/STCRC
Business Development
Educational Travel
CDU
Central Land Council CLC

Bob Taylor

RT Tours (Indigenous operator)

0438 532 118

rttoursaustralia@bigpond.com

Kate Schilling

Tourism NT Director Niche Markets

02 82819620

Kate.Shilling@nt.gov.au

Letita
Ploychronopoulos

TCA Marketing Manager

08 8952 5199

lpolychronopoulos@catia.asn.au

Joc Schmiechen

Martin Ludgate

Maree.Meredith@clc.org.au
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APPENDIX C: NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING 2007
INVITE TO MEETING
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURISM
WEDNESDAY 13 JUNE – AT 2.15 PM TO 4.00 PM
Tourism NT Board Room Stuart Highway
Tourism NT has identified the special interest tourism ‘Learning Markets’ as a key niche target market that
offers particular opportunity for developing and advancing Aboriginal tourism enterprises.
In conjunction with CDU through Joc Schmiechen, Senior Research Fellow Indigenous Tourism, Tourism NT is
conducting a special action research project to examine the establishment of an Aboriginal Tour Operator Cluster
to work cooperatively on developing and delivering itineraries to targeted niche markets.
A key part of this project will be to conduct a Pilot Project with one or two selected itineraries in Central
Australia and evaluate the suitability of this approach in increasing the return from these niche markets.
AGENDA:
• What are the Learning Market opportunities in Central Australia?
• How does your product appeal to this market segment?
• Can Indigenous operators cooperate to capture more of this market?
• Who wants to be part of a cooperative operators’ cluster in Central Australia?
• What are the special ‘Learning Market’ itineraries we can create together?
Please contact
Joc Schmiechen schmiech@ozemail.com.au
Ph 08 89595346 M 0409 200 450
Tim Hill Tim.Hill@nt.gov.au
Ph 08 8951 8547 M 0401115610
.
To register your interest and planned attendance by TUESDAY 12 JUNE
Be in it to win it!
Join the power of cooperative marketing in your region!
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APPENDIX D: ITINERARIES

Food Aboriginal Art and Cultural Tour
Alice Springs – Central Australia
ITINERARY
Day 1

Tuesday- (D)

Arrive 1325 pick up from airport – drop off at accommodation
Unpack and settle in.

1600 Simpson’s Gap Sunset Dinner –
Meet Bob Taylor Bush Chef for Gourmet meal
Simpson’s Gap is a spectacular narrow gorge carving through the Western MacDonnell
Ranges that surround Alice Springs. It is a short drive west of Alice Springs and in the late
afternoon light you will gain a good indication of the stunning kaleidoscope of colour and
hues that characterise the Central Australian landscape.
Your hosts for the evening will be Bush Chef and Guide Bob Taylor and members of his
family. You will be introduced to some of the natural bush food plants and their uses, and be
able to talk to some of the older Aboriginal people who can recount their experiences from
the early interaction days as Europeans introduced cattle , missions, telegraph and railways
to their ancestral lands. Enjoy a 3-course gourmet meal cooked over the campfire with bush
food sampling and bush food garnishes.
After dinner take a short walk to spotlight animals and talk about the stars
Night at Alice Accommodation

Day 2

Wednesday (B, L, D)

0800 The Mbantua tour and Desert Park
The Mbantua Tour focuses on Bush food, Aboriginal culture and Dreamtime and how this
has been adapted since the White Settlement and the beauty of the land. The tour starts in
the Telegraph Station, which was the traditional meeting place (Mbantua) of the original
inhabitants. The tour includes a short walk (2km at an easy pace), where it is easy to spot
the bush food plant and animal. The Telegraph station is the site of the overland Telegraph
and represents the nucleus of the white settlement.
We will be seeing some of the ancient geology and dreaming of the Western McDonnell
Ranges as we travel out to Standley Chasm. This is a narrow gorge between the ranges with
walls the height of a cathedral fiery red in color.
Later you will enjoy some home baked goodies for a relaxed morning tea.
Lunch at Madigans Restaurant at the Desert Wildlife Park
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This is a newly created research and interpretative centre showcasing the unique landscape
and creatures of the Australian desert (many are rare and endangered) all in habitats that are
true to their native environments. Set against the ranges that surround Alice Springs and only
10 minutes from the town centre it is dominated by the bluff of Mt Gillen. Listen as Aboriginal
guides present Dreamtime stories and demonstrate their traditional uses of the native flora
and fauna. Then view the spectacular Birds of Prey Flight Deck, showcasing Australia’s
fierce desert raptors flying free in their natural habitat. Visit the nocturnal house to see some
of the world’s strangest creatures such as the Bilby (Rabbit Eared Bandicoot) and the many
reptiles and creatures that are mainly active at night.
Return to refresh at your accommodation before an unusual evening dinner enjoyment.
1700 Dinner – Take a Camel to Dinner
Camels introduced from northern India with their Afghan drivers were the life blood of early
Outback transport before the train and truck. Today millions run wild throughout the central
desert and have become an attraction for visitors to the region.
Your evening starts with a one hour camel ride along the Todd River with evening light on the
magnificent eucalyptus trees and the changing colours of the MacDonnell Ranges. This is
followed by a scrumptious diner, Bush Food Tasting with pre-dinner drinks, choice of NT
Barramundi or Scotch Fillet of Steak (Cooked to order) or Vegetarian option, Fresh Salads,
Home-Made Beerbread, Baked Potatoes, Beer or Wine, Warm Sticky Date Pudding for
dessert with freshly brewed coffee or tea and fresh local dates. In between and after enjoy
the fascinating Camel Museum and Camel Shop featuring a variety of assorted camel
merchandise.
Night at Alice Accommodation
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Day 3

Thursday (B, L, D)

0800 Aboriginal Sacred Sites and Cultural Tour
Led by Arrernte elder Pat Ansell Dodds you’ll travel alongside the Todd River and find out
about the early days in Alice Springs, hear about and visit a sacred Caterpillar (Yeperenye)
site, enjoy a guided tour through both Emily and Jessie Gaps as you learn about traditional
sources of foods and medicine. Take in the panoramic view of Alice Springs from Anzac Hill,
before exploring the outback with your knife and fork as you sample the tempting tastes of
Australian native cuisine at a
Buffet bush foods lunch at the Red Ochre Grill
1400 Aboriginal Art Tour with local artist/expert guide
Aboriginal art is a thriving industry in Alice Springs, known as the Aboriginal art capital of
Australia. You will visit some of the key galleries and art locations in Alice Springs. In some
art centres visitors can watch the artist at work and buy pieces direct.
Some of the locations include
Ngurratjuta Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands Art Centre, which offers the rare opportunity for
visitors to not only view the many superb dot paintings and expressive watercolours on show
in the gallery, but to also to see the artists at work and to talk to them about their paintings.
Experience and learn about Aboriginal culture through their dramatic art pieces, as you
browse through the exhibition of completed works, which are also for sale. The aim of the art
centre is to create a caring environment for all artists working here and to encourage the
grandchildren and great grandchildren of Albert Namatjira, famed watercolour artist, to
continue the 'Hermannsburg School of Art'. Tjanpi Desert Weavers The Ngaanyatjarra
communities were the first to start weaving with the Tjanpi project and today visitors to here
can see an array of basket weavings unique to the Red Centre. Papunya Tula Artists are
dedicated to the promotion and preservation of the Western Desert Culture and have a total
of more than 100 contributing artists. Artworks from the Papunya Tula Artists are
internationally renowned and have been exhibited in major galleries, museums, both within
Australia and overseas as well as many large private collections.

Return to Accommodation and Refresh

1830

Special Bush Gourmet Dinner – Kungkas Can Cook hosted by Rayleen Brown

creator of Kungkas can Cook
This highly successful Aboriginal catering and bush foods specialty business in Central
Australia was founded by two very proactive Aboriginal Ladies Gina Smith and Rayleen
Brown. They started in the deep end catering for over 1,000 people at the Yeperenye
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Festival and have gone from success to success with their very individual approach to
incorporating wild bush food flavours into mainstream menus. Today it is just Rayleen
running the business along with help from her extended Aboriginal family and friends. Join us
for a special sampling of the tastes of the Outback at Rayleen’s kitchen and learn about how
food and culture have blended into a distinctive local style.
Night Alice Springs Accommodation
Day 4

Friday (B, L, D)

0830 Oak Valley Homelands Tour
Today we travel South on the old road following the legendary Ghan Railway line to the
Titjikala Community Art Centre and the Oak Valley Homeland. This will take you through
some diverse country with a first stop at the ancient Ewaniga rock engraving site. A jumble of
rocks set alongside a claypan which occasionally holds water has the imprints of a culture
that goes back over 20,000 years leaving their distinctive petroglyphs (rock peckings) that
stretch right across the continent.
The Titjikala Community Art Centre gives you an opportunity to see works of the local artists
at first hand and buy direct. The wire sculptures of Johnny Young are especially distinctive of
the diverse work being produced.
Our lunch stop is the Oak Valley Homeland were we are guests of the Le Rossingol family.
Initially they developed a successful tourism operation on their lands but in recent times they
have diversified to establish the first commercial production Olive Grove in Central Australia.
They have just pressed their first harvest into distinctive regional virgin olive oil. Apart from
the horticulture garden there is also an experimental Bush Tomato research plantation as
part of an ongoing research project looking to establish a wild bush foods industry in Central
Australia.
Late in the afternoon we travel to the nearby Rainbow Valley – aptly named as you will see in
the sunset to enjoy the light show with Drinks and Nibbles. From here it is a short run to a
true Aussie Bush dinner with a difference.
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Dinner Aussie BBQ at Jim’s Place with the Singing Dingo
Jim is one of the Central Australian tourism pioneers and a genuine outback personality. He
has recently established this rustic stopover along the Stuart Highway, the main southern
road route into Alice Springs. Apart from a ‘bonza’ Australian Bush BBQ you will be treated to
some true Outback sounds by the resident ‘Singing Dingo’. A night with a difference!
Return to Alice
Night Alice Springs Accommodation
Saturday (B)
Free morning with some extra options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wander town and the many Art Galleries to Shop
Hot air ballooning
Breakfast with a camel
Painted bicycle tours
Royal Flying Doctor.
Transport arranged to visit Araluen Cultural Precinct including the Strehlow Centre
featuring some of the early history of the Arrernte and the German missionaries.

Drop off at airport around midday
Times of tours and flights vary slightly depending on season.
Inclusive meals listed at top of each day.
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APPENDIX E: PILOT ITINERARY EVALUATION SUB REPORT
Food, Aboriginal Art and Culture Tour
Alice Springs Central Australia 25 – 28 March 2008
Pilot Tour Evaluation Report

Joc Schmiechen
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Background
Following the lack of response by the local Indigenous tour operators to form a cluster group and develop
programs targeting the Learning Markets the principal researcher with the LAG group took the initiative to
develop a trial Pilot Tour program.
In response to a request from specialist inbound operator Diverse Travel a five-day Food, Aboriginal Art and
Culture Tour was developed. This was based on a successful New Zealand tour operating out of Auckland that
incorporated the local food and wine scene with a Maori cultural experience. The NZ operator was working in
conjunction with Diverse Travel to on sell a similar tour in Australia.
This provided an opportunity to create a niche market itinerary that would combine the emerging Alice
Springs regional food cuisine incorporating wild foods along with Aboriginal entrepreneurship in food, catering
and tourism with an insight into Aboriginal art and culture and the desert landscapes.
A specific objective of the tour was to devise a commercially viable and attractive itinerary that would fit
into the niche market and provide the opportunity to link a range of Aboriginal enterprises and experiences. The
Pilot tour also provided an opportunity for Bob Taylor as an emerging Aboriginal tour operator to participate at
first hand in developing a signature tour product he could also utilise for the growing Fully Independent Travel
(FIT) market. Rob had been an integral member of the LAG group and as the change of direction in the project
implementation evolved took on the position of Indigenous co-researcher.

Developing the Program
The New Zealand tour itinerary provided a base outline of the nature of the experience we had to create in
Central Australia. In initial discussions it was decided to keep the focus very much in and around Alice Springs
and accommodate in town for the duration of the five day tour. This is a significant departure from the usual tour
product being offered most of which range out to incorporate Uluru. In this instance it was felt that a two day
Uluru experience would be offered as a post tour option to satisfy the international market who were the prime
targets and would most likely want to have the opportunity to incorporate Uluru as part of their visit.
Bob Taylor took on the initial task of devising a program and contacting the various components and
obtaining suitable costings. Bob’s venture RT Tours was ideally placed to provide the transfer connections for
the tour as well as deliver some of its key components. A major asset from the outset was that Bob was not just a
local Aboriginal operator but had previous training and experience as a chef. This made him an ideal focus for
such a tour and provides a distinctive market advantage.
In the initial stages Bob did not fully grasp the idea that he was the key personality/leader for this tour and
needed to include himself in all aspects as the co coordinating conduit to interpret the range of experiences being
offered. The initial programs Bob presented for discussion did not fully reflect this and also presented a very
mixed range of product and experience that did not necessarily match the specific profile of the likely travellers
we were looking to target. This proved a major learning and capacity building exercise for Bob. The experience
and knowledge of the principal researcher from his previous commercial activities were critical in refining and
streamlining the final program. This required an intense interaction and collaboration between the principal and
Indigenous co researcher to produce the final outcome.
A draft program was presented to Diverse Travel and this was taken on a marketing promotional event to the
USA. It was well received and after some final adjustments it was ready to trial. This included Bob taking on the
role of leading the Aboriginal Art tour rather than another local operator or artist and this was a sound move as
Bob was providing the transfer in any case and it also made it more cost efficient. Availability of some of the
component tours and venues also forced some revision of the original set itinerary. This was all arranged without
any great problems.
Through Tourism NT a journalist famil was organised to pilot the tour itinerary and this took place on 25
to28 March. The participants were:
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•
•
•
•
•

Kellie Harpley, Tourism NT, Public Relations and Media Coordinator
Alice Ellis Women's Health Australia National, Circulation 75,000 +
Natasha Ley, Sunday Magazine Sydney and Melbourne, Circulation 3.5 million
Kerry van der Jagt, Freelance Journalist targeting the Sun Herald, Caravan and Motorhome Magazine,
The Age, Vive Magazine and various others
Joc Schmiechen, Principal Researcher

A direct aim of this was to provide some media pre publicity for this tour program and use it for marketing a
number of set tours later in the year.
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THE REVISED TOUR ITINERARY

Gourmet Aboriginal Art and Culture Tour
March 2008

Climate

Centre: The average minimum temperature is 19.9ºC and the average maximum is 34.6ºC.

Clothing

Please ensure you bring loose comfortable clothing and wear sensible walking shoes on any
active tours. It is recommended you bring a small backpack to carry a hat, sunscreen, insect
repellent and water bottle. Ensure you drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration.
Alice Springs, located in the heart of the continent, is a town of surprises. It comes as a
genuine reward to those travelling the vast distances of the outback. Nestled between ancient
ranges that glow red in the evening light, Alice Springs is more than an oasis in the desert, it is
the most well appointed of outback towns. It offers comfortable hotels, pleasant shopping
precincts, a modern airport, a world class conference centre and even a casino. Alice Springs
is linked to the rest of the country by the Explorer’s Way, daily direct flights to most capital
cities and by rail with the legendary Ghan. The colourful landscape of Alice Springs is
complemented by the colourful nature of its people who celebrate their unique town with
irreverent events like Henley on Todd and the Camel Cup.
Surrounding Alice Springs are stunning natural attractions such as towering gorges,
unexpected waterholes and spectacular rock formations as if the paintings of Namatjira had
come to life.

Tuesday 25th March
0955

Depart Sydney on QF790

1240

Arrive at Alice Springs and transfer to your accommodation. Bob Taylor will meet you and
take you to a light introdcutory lunch at the Olive Pink Botanic Reserve and introduce you to
some of the basic aspects of Alice Springs. You have the afternoon free to settle in or take in a
few attractions, such as the Royal Flying Doctor’s Museum, Pioneer Women’s Hall of Fame
and Alice Springs School of the Air.

1700

Pick up for Take a Camel to Dinner
Camels introduced from northern India with their Afghan drivers were the life blood of early
Outback transport before the train and truck. Today millions run wild throughout the central
desert and have become an attraction for visitors to the region.
Your evening starts with a one hour camel ride along the Todd River with evening light on the
magnificent eucalyptus trees and the changing colours of the MacDonnell Ranges. This is
followed by a scrumptious diner, Bush Food Tasting with pre-dinner drinks, choice of NT
Barramundi or Scotch Fillet of Steak (Cooked to order) or Vegetarian option, Fresh Salads,
Home-Made Beerbread, Baked Potatoes, Beer or Wine, Warm Sticky Date Pudding for dessert
with freshly brewed coffee or tea and fresh local dates.

NOTE:

This is a public tour not a private tour.

Overnight

Local Accomodation

Wednesday 26th March
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0800

The Mbantua tour and Desert Park
Hosted by Bob Taylor the Mbantua Tour focuses on Bush food, Aboriginal culture and
Dreaming and how this has been adapted since white settlement and the beauty of the land. The
tour starts at the Alice Springs Telegraph Station, which was the traditional meeting place
(Mbantua) of the original inhabitants. The tour includes a short walk (2km at an easy pace),
where it is easy to spot bush food plants and animals.
On the drive out to Simpson Gap in the West MacDonnell Ranges, you will see some of the
ancient geology and dreaming of the area. The Gap is a narrow gorge between the ranges with
walls the height of a cathedral that glow fiery red in the midday sun.
At a relaxing picnic spot, you will enjoy some home baked goodies for a relaxed morning tea.

1200

Lunch at Coolamon Cafe at the Desert Wildlife Park
This is a newly created research and interpretative centre showcasing the unique landscape and
creatures of the Australian desert (many are rare and endangered) all in habitats that are true to
their native environments. Set against the ranges that surround Alice Springs, and only 10
minutes from the town centre, it is dominated by the bluff of Mt Gillen.
Listen as Aboriginal guides present Dreamtime stories and demonstrate their traditional uses of
the native flora and fauna. Then view the spectacular Birds of Prey Flight Deck, showcasing
Australia’s fierce desert raptors flying free in their natural habitat. Visit the nocturnal house to
see some of the world’s strangest creatures such as the Bilby (Rabbit Eared Bandicoot) and the
many reptiles and creatures that are mainly active at night.

1600

Return to refresh at your accommodation before an unusual evening dinner enjoyment.

1630

Sunset Dinner
Bob Taylor, accomplished Bush Chef will provide a Gourmet meal
Your hosts for the evening will be Bush Chef and Guide Bob Taylor and members of his
family. You will be introduced to some of the natural bush food plants and their uses and be
able to talk to some of the older Aboriginal people, who can recount their experiences from the
early interaction days as Europeans introduced cattle, missions, telegraph and railways to their
ancestral lands.
Enjoy a 3-course gourmet meal cooked over the campfire with bush food sampling and bush
food garnishes.

Overnight
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Thursday 27th March
0950

Pick up from accommodation

1000

Aboriginal Sacred Sites and Cultural Tour
Led by Arrernte elder Pat Ansell Dodds you’ll travel alongside the Todd River and find out
about the early days in Alice Springs, hear about and visit a sacred Caterpillar (Yeperenye)
site, enjoy a guided tour through both Emily and Jessie Gaps as you learn about traditional
sources of foods and medicine. Take in the panoramic view of Alice Springs from Anzac Hill,
before exploring the outback with your knife and fork as you sample the tempting tastes of
Australian native cuisine at a the Red Ochre Grill.

NOTE:

This is a public tour not a private tour.

1200

Bush foods lunch at the Red Ochre Grill

1400

Aboriginal Art Tour
Aboriginal art is a thriving industry in Alice Springs, known as the Aboriginal art capital of
Australia. You will visit some of the key galleries and art locations in Alice Springs. In some
art centres visitors can watch the artist at work and buy pieces direct.
Some of the locations include:
Ngurratjuta Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands Art Centre, which offers the rare opportunity for
visitors to not only view the many superb dot paintings and expressive watercolours on show in
the gallery, but to also to see the artists at work and to talk to them about their paintings.
Experience and learn about Aboriginal culture through their dramatic art pieces, as you browse
through the exhibition of completed works, which are also for sale. The aim of the art centre is
to create a caring environment for all artists working here and to encourage the grandchildren
and great grandchildren of Albert Namatjira, famed watercolour artist, to continue the
'Hermannsburg School of Art'.
Papunya Tula Artists are dedicated to the promotion and preservation of the Western Desert
Culture and have a total of more than 100 contributing artists. Artworks from the Papunya Tula
Artists are internationally renowned and have been exhibited in major galleries, museums, both
within Australia and overseas as well as many large private collections.
Mbantua Art Gallery and Museum this is one of the new premier galleries in Alice Springs
dealing specifically with the art of the Utopia region east of Alice. This is the home of the
famed Emily Kngwarreye and features a special exhibit in their museum of the evolution of her
unique style. The museum also has a detailed account and displays featuring many aspects of
western desert Aboriginal traditional life and culture.

1830

Bush Gourmet Dinner – Kungkas
Kungkas Can Cook

Can Cook hosted by Rayleen Brown creator of

This highly successful Aboriginal catering and bush foods specialty business in Central
Australia was founded by two very proactive Aboriginal Ladies Gina Smith and Rayleen
Brown. They started in the deep end catering for over 1,000 people at the Yeperenye Festival
and have gone from success to success with their very individual approach to incorporating
wild bush food flavours into mainstream menus. Today it is just Rayleen running the business
along with help from her extended Aboriginal family and friends. Join us for a special
sampling of the tastes of the Outback at Rayleen’s kitchen and learn about how food and
culture have blended into a distinctive local style.
Overnight

Local Accommodation

Friday 28th March
0830

Oak Valley Homelands Tour
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Today we travel South on the old road following the legendary Ghan Railway line to the
Titjikala Community Art Centre and the Oak Valley Homeland. This will take you through
some diverse country that highlights the landforms and vegetation on the western edge of the
Simpson Desert.
The Titjikala Community Art Centre gives you an opportunity to see works of the local
artists at first hand and buy direct. The wire sculptures of Johnny Young are especially
distinctive of the diverse work being produced.
Our lunch stop is the Oak Valley Homeland where we are guests of the Le Rossingol family.
Initially they developed a successful tourism operation on their lands but in recent times they
have diversified to establish the first commercial production olive grove in Central Australia.
They have just pressed their first harvest into distinctive regional virgin olive oil. Apart from
the horticulture garden there is also an experimental bush tomato research plantation as part of
an ongoing research project looking to establish a wild bush foods industry in Central
Australia. Time permitting we will have a look at some of the rock art of the region.
Late in the afternoon we travel to the nearby Rainbow Valley – aptly named as you will see in
the sunset to enjoy the light show with drinks and nibbles. From here it is a short run to a true
Aussie Bush dinner with a difference.
1900

Aussie BBQ at Jim’s Place, Stuart Well Roadhouse with Dinky the
Singing Dingo
Jim is one of the Central Australian tourism pioneers and a genuine outback personality. He
has recently established this rustic stopover along the Stuart Highway, the main southern road
route into Alice Springs. Apart from a ‘bonza’ Australian Bush BBQ you will be treated to
some true Outback sounds by the resident ‘Singing Dingo’. A night with a difference!

Overnight

Local accommodation

Saturday 29th March
0800

You have the morning free to visit some more art galleries or get a last walk around Alice
Springs before your flight

1225

Check into your flight to Sydney, QF791
Booking Ref #

NOTE:
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Tour Evaluation
Overview
For most the tour operated smoothly and the participants were all highly enthused, absorbed and complimentary
of what was their first experience in Alice Springs and Central Australia. Bob established good rapport from the
outset and was extremely professional in his approach. The common consensus was that there was an amazing
diversity of things to do and if anything each day was perhaps a little too busy with little time to catch your
thoughts.
The timing and logistics worked well if not a little tight in a few cases. Generally there was a good balance
between the mix of experiences and the times given to them. The food featured prominently and Bob’s inputs
and cooking efforts were a stand-out feature of the tour which needs to remain and be capitalised on. Bob is the
star attraction and needs to see himself as the integral component of the tour, not just another contractor.
The other components of the tour worked well and all provided a very professional service which would
work well with both the international and domestic markets. Various minor adjustments had to be made to the
itinerary during the tour due to contingencies and these were easily dealt with and in some cases probably
enhanced the flow of the tour. The final day was particularly good with Craig at Oak Valley doing an excellent
and very relaxed job and the sunset at Rainbow Valley a definite highlight for all.

Specific Program Comments
Day 1 Arrival Camel to Dinner
This worked well with a lunchtime arrival and Bob had improvised to collect the participants, take them on a
brief orientation of Alice Springs then provide a light lunch at the picnic tables at the Olive Pink Botanic Garden.
This is a pleasant setting and was a good way to break the ices. Afternoon was free and pick up for evening
Camel to Dinner at 5 pm.
The late afternoon excursion with the camels walking the Todd River was a good introduction to the tour and
an easy environment/activity for people to get to know each other. We had the dinner venue to ourselves as there
were no other groups in and this detracted a bit from the atmosphere a larger crowd would have engendered. The
food was good with an excellent antipasto platter of different dips and wild/feral game meats. Main course was
choice of sirloin steak or grilled barramundi cooked to perfection. The sticky date pudding proved a hit.

Day 2 Mbantua Tour / Desert Park / Campfire Dinner
The Mbantua Tour is Bob’s signature half day tour around the Telegraph Station discussing early history and
describing bush foods and plants. A pleasant morning walks with good interaction and information. The tour
does not actually go into the telegraph station which is a must do for future tours to appease guests curiosity and
make it a more comprehensive package. This would add another half hour to the time required.
Due to lack of time it was decided to visit Simpson Gap instead of Standley Chasm. This proved a good
choice as it required less traveling time and is a more spectacular location. Bob provided home made cake and
tea/coffee/soft drink.
Midday transfer to Desert Park and lunch at the cafeteria. Group then had the afternoon to explore the park
taking in the Birds of Prey demonstration and one of the guide talks. This allowed guests to do their own thing
and provided Bob with preparation time for the evening dinner.
The dinner venue had to be changed from the planned location at Simpsons Gap because the venue was not
available. Alternative was to use the day picnic area at the Desert Park. This had excellent facilities and a good
setting under the brow of Mt Giles. Bob cooked a great campfire dinner and his brother Douglas who works as a
guide at the Desert Park provided interesting insights into the local culture and wildlife.
A very pleasant night was had by all enjoying good yarns and excellent food. Bob cooked lamb shanks to
perfection in the camp oven with sweet potato fritters which were highly praised, green salad with lemon myrtle
bush tomato dressing and home baked bread. The finale of steamed pudding with wattle seed syrup served in
stainless steel mugs was a fitting end to a great evening.
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Day 3 Aboriginal Sacred Sites Tour/ Art Gallery Afternoon / Kungkas Dinner
Mid morning start on the Aboriginal Sacred Sites and Culture Tour. Led by local traditional owner, artist, elder
Pat Ansell Dodds this half day tour is run in conjunction with Aurora Resorts. The tour goes out as far as Jessie
and Emily Gaps in the Eastern MacDonnell Ranges and does a brief town tour stopping on ANZAC Hill before
concluding for lunch at the Red Ochre Grill. The tour is strong on culture, mainly Pat’s personal stories of her
life in Alice Springs and very light on the Sacred Sites. This is largely because most of the main creation stories
and key sites visited are mens’ sites and women are very restricted in what they can say and do here. To this
effect it may be worth considering taking the term Sacred Sites out of the tour description as it tends to raise
expectations which are difficult to meet.
The main highlight for the group was the interaction with Pat and the general conversation that ensued. At
lunch Red Ochre provided a tasting menu featuring a wide range of wild foods and Pat showcased some of her
art. Lunch was considered a little too staged for the group although undoubtedly foreign visitors would find it
interesting.
After lunch we decided to fit in a brief visit to Afghan Traders located not far away in the Mall. This is the
main organic and specialty food shop in Alice Springs and provided an interesting insight into how the local
food tastes and cuisine were changing. This was a good stopover and will be incorporated into future tours.
The rest of the afternoon was spent visiting a number of Aboriginal galleries around town led by Bob. The
Many Hands Gallery proved engaging even with only one Aboriginal artist working at the time. The participants
were impressed by the work and output of Bob’s father Peter Taylor who paints watercolors in the
Hermannsburg style. A late inclusion was the Mbantua Gallery and Museum. This is a relatively new feature in
the myriad of galleries that proliferate in Alice. The gallery is superbly set up and features works mainly from
the Utopia region east of Alice. A stand-out is the museum which has some great displays on traditional culture,
bush food and medicine and a tribute to Emily Kngwarreye the preeminent artist of the Centre. This is a must
inclusion for future tours and needs at least one hour to do it justice.

Only a brief break before the evening pick up for a special dinner by Rayleen Brown, founder of Kungkas
can Cook. This has become an Indigenous business success story and is one of the prime specialty catering
operators in the region. Dinner was set at the Kungkas kitchen and to make up the numbers an eclectic group of
local residents were invited to share the event. Unfortunately Rayleen had a sudden departure with the imminent
birth of a new grandchild. Auntie Heather filled in admirably and dinner was a successful conclusion to a full
day.
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Kungkas Dinner Menu
Entrée
Tastings Platter
Smoked Kangaroo / bush tomato relish / quandong
mini wattle seed damper / lemon myrtle feta / dukkah and dipping oil
Mains
Oven roasted chicken breast, wrapped in honey lavender smoked bacon, Wattle seed Hummus
Yam crush pepper berry jus
Dessert
Homemade Wild Lime ice-cream, wattle seed ice-cream served with macadamia wafer, sticky
balsamic syrup.
Afters
Wattle seed coffee plunger with wattle seed shortbread

Day 4 Titjikala Art Centre / Oak Valley Homeland / Rainbow Valley/
Jims Place – Singing Dingo
This was a big day with an 8.30am start. Traveled along the Old South road to first stop at the Titjikala
Community Art Centre. This was an opportune stop along the way and is for future consideration as an ongoing
part of the program. The Centre was just going through some changes with coordination and not fully
functioning. Spent some time with a number of the artists some of whom were Bob’s relatives.
Mid morning arrived at Oak Valley Homeland to be greeted by Craig Le Rossingol. Some confusion over
who was actually providing lunch which was sorted behind the scenes with Craig grilling some Kangaroo tails in
the coals and Bob digging into his supply of nibbles. Craig took us through the family enterprises, especially the
olive grove and new press which produced its first crush last year. This is a first for Central Australia and along
with the remaining horticultural activities ranging from lucerne to bush tomatoes this was a good demonstration
of enterprise and innovation. Craig’s long experience with tourism showed through in his easy delivery and
interaction with the gusts as we did a short walk into a beautiful gorge to view some of the local rock paintings
and petroglyphs carved into the stone.
Impressed the group left for a late afternoon drive to nearby Rainbow Valley. This is one of the spectacular
landscapes near Alice Springs and the rainbow effect of the mineralised sands in the breakaway sandstone ridge
provides a colourful light show in the sunset. Photographs, brief walk and some nibbles before we set off into the
dark to dinner at Jims Place.
Jims Place is the work of Jim Cotteril, one of the Centres tourism pioneers. He built this in recent years using
much of the material from his previous enterprise at Kings Canyon which he was forced to leave after a dispute
over ownership. Apart from a typical Australian Style Roadhouse the main attractions are Jim who is a true
Northern Territory character and his pet Dingo Dinki. The Dingo is world famous for his singing ability. As soon
as someone taps the piano keys no matter how badly Dinki is up on the keyboard, in their face and howling
away. He performs this on demand all day long and is a major feature of any road house stop.
The food is plain, simple old style country fare from another time zone but the entertainment makes the
evening. Unfortunately Jim is selling up and this will require a change for future itineraries as the star attractions
will be gone. A late return to Alice Springs with everyone on a high note from a full on day that received rave
reviews.
Saturday morning was free with most of the group departing at lunchtime that day to get back to work and
file their stories.
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Conclusion
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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From all aspects the tour proved highly successful and certainly is commercially viable.
Most of the program worked well and some minor modifications will be made as per the feedback and
evaluation.
The revised tour itinerary to be branded as ‘A Taste of Alice’ will be provided to the NZ wholesaler
through Diverse Travel.
A number of special departures to link in to major events in Alice Springs such as the Alice Springs
Festival Bush Foods competition and possibly the Alice Springs Food Group Gala Dinner will be
promoted by Diverse Travel. It is planned to make one of these a women’s tour possibly led by local
identity Lynn Peterkin.
Bob Taylor proved himself to be the stand-out feature of the tour and it will be important for him to
recognise the special value he adds and make it a signature itinerary for his operation.
His concern about managing all aspects may best be alleviated by having an accompanying guide/leader
that can help maintain the continuity and provide the highly important background interpretation. This
was the role filled by Joc Schmiechen and could be arranged in a similar way for future events.
The itinerary showcased a diverse range of key Alice Springs and surrounds experiences and attractions
in a way that has not been packaged previously and offers excellent opportunity for a variety of
Aboriginal enterprise to be an integral but not total part of what is offered.
This makes it attractive to a wide client demographic.
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Participant Feedback
Tasting Alice – Food, Art and Culture Famil April 2008
Alice Ellis, Sub Editor Women's Health Australia
•

One of the best things for me was the contact we got to have with Indigenous Australians, because
although I've lived here all my life, I've never really had much contact with them, partly because I
haven't made the effort. Just talking to the Indigenous people we met, especially Bob, about their
version of Australian history was so valuable. �And on the subject of Bob—he was excellent. It wasn't
hard to spend a lot of time with him because he was so friendly, generous, hospitable and open. You
were fantastic company and a great guide too, but I realise you won't really be a part of the tours in
future.

•

Since I've never been to Central Australia, I really enjoyed walking around the land. The landscape was
so much more diverse than I expected. And I loved the art tour; there were so many more different
types of art that I haven't seen or taken enough notice of before. The camel ride was a highlight, and the
meal afterwards was great. And the campfire dinner by Bob in the Desert Park was also a highlight. We
would have been happy to spend more time at the Desert Park because there's so much to see. And�I'd
go to the museum-y kinda place up above Mbantua Gallery first, before going walking at the Telegraph
Station and Desert Park because that way you'd get explanations of some of the plants and wildlife
before going to see it in the wild. It'd be fun to be able to identify some things yourself. �

•

All in all, it was fabulous! Here are the only�things I would change:

•

I would give members of the group a bit more free time to do their own thing every couple of days. I
think when you're on holiday, you want occasional time to relax and collect your thoughts. I'm not sure
how you'd fit it in. I think I'd prefer to get out and about at 8am every morning and then have at least 2
or 3 hours’ break before going out for the evening. That way, people who want to head into town
themselves and explore can do so.�

•

I agree with you that the term 'sacred sites tour' sets visitors up for disappointment. When you hear that
you'll be shown sacred sites, you expect to find out why they are sacred. And since there are issues with
revealing that kind of info to non-indigenous people, as well as issues of different ways of
comprehending the world, it's impossible for visitors to feel much satisfaction after seeing the sacred
sites. It might be better to call them something like 'sites of significance' or to simplify it even further,
just call it something like 'a tour around the natural environment, led by Indigenous Australian guides'.

•

I'd cut out the part where we ate the different types of wild animals at Red Ochre Grill. I think it would
have been better if that was just one part of the meal, like a platter of cold cuts as the starter, or if we'd
had a choice of ordering say, a camel fillet as a main course. But serving it that way made it seem like
novelty food, which I can see is something you and Bob are trying to steer tours away from. I think it's

•

great that most of the delicious food we were served was�'flavoured' with bush produce. �
This might seem trivial, but I think it would be a good idea to warn visitors about the potential for flies
to strike, the way we encountered them at Craig's place, so they can get one of those silly looking fly
guard headgear things. Us city folk just aren't used to flies like that, and they can detract from the
fun.�

•

Thank you so much Jock for organising and taking us on such a great tour. It was an amazing
experience for me. I'm looking forward to writing about it, and when I do, I'll send onto you.

Thanks again,
Alice
Kerry van der Jagt, Freelance journalist
•

The tour provided a good introduction for visitors interested in learning more about Central Australian
Aboriginal art. By combining a visit to Ngurratjuta IItja Ntjarra (Many Hands), Titjikala Community
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art Centre, Papunya Tula and Mbantua Gallery and Cultural Museum a good overview was achieved. I
would have liked to have seen more artists actually painting, particularly in a traditional, outdoor setting
and visited more locations.
The tour of Oak Valley Homelands was a highlight for me. The opportunity to spend time with
someone committed and innovative as Craig Le Rossignol was priceless.
Bob Taylor is another treasure. His knowledge and patience was greatly appreciated. Being a chef
added to the overall experience. The three-course meal cooked over the campfire was excellent,
however, the location let it down. I felt like I was in a car park, when I really wanted to experience the
stillness of the desert and feel more a part of the natural environment.
Pat Ansell Dodds lead us on an interesting cultural tour though at times I felt she was impatient to hurry
us along. This is a common problem with tours and I realise we had a schedule to stick to, but travellers
choose small group tours so they don’t feel like sheep. I would have been happy to spend more time
with Pat in the field and less at lunch.
I didn’t like the Red Ochre Grill at all. It was just a novelty and I don’t think people would want to
waste their time there.
The evening with your friends at Kungkas Can Cook was exceptional. Having the opportunity to
socialise with such a diverse, interesting and passionate group of people from Alice Springs is
something that money can’t buy.
‘Take a camel to dinner’ was good way to start the tour and meet your fellow travelling companions in
a relaxed and ‘fun’ way. The dinner would have been better if there was more of a crowd.
The visit to the Telegraph Station and our little walk was another highlight. Bob has a knack of making
everything interesting and NEVER hurried us along. His honest answers to our questions were always
appreciated.
Desert Wildlife Park is a winner. Everyone visiting Alice should go there. I’m grateful we were given
ample time to enjoy it all.
Having Joc Schmiechen along for much of the tour was also priceless. His knowledge of and passion
for Indigenous tourism is second to none. I feel privileged to have spent time in his company.

Kellie Harpley, Tourism NT Public Relations and Media Coordinator
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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I found the tour to be absolutely fantastic!! Joc and Bob were a great combination as guides, in terms of
the way their knowledge and experienced complemented each other's. Both were fantastically generous
in sharing their thoughts and opinions on issues and I felt I walked away with a much deeper
understanding of Aboriginal culture, and definitely of Alice Springs' history.
I particularly gained a much greater understanding of the way stories are shared in Aboriginal culture
and the reasons for there being restricted access to the knowledge/stories. It was great that we had
attained a level of understanding of the way this worked before we did the Sacred Sites tour because
there were a few occasions when I asked Pat questions and she basically just skirted around them ... had
I not been aware of the reasons behind this, I might have felt a little confused or even a bit miffed!!
Eventually Pat did sort of explain why she couldn't say a lot about some things, but I think that was
even because we had the background knowledge to ask the right questions about it. Therefore, it just
became an added element to the tour.
I can't say enough good stuff about Bob, his generosity in sharing his own personal stories and his very
positive and objective outlook on things and the way they have shaped him. Bob had so much on his
plate but was also cool, calm and had the effect of making us all feel very relaxed about things as well.
There's nothing worse than being made to feel rushed and harried on a tour, so this was great.
It was also wonderful to meet Bob's brother, see his father's artworks and meet his relatives at the
Titjikala art centre and Oak Valley ... that family connection was really nice and in the end we all
immediately felt like we were hanging out with a friend, not just being shepherded around by a tour
guide.
The inclusion of Joc's friends in the Kungkas can Cook dinner was also brilliant, and it was such a nice
element to have access to such a diverse range of local knowledge and characters. Everything just
worked together to make us feel very much at home!
I guess the only thing that wasn't really great was the meal at the Red Ochre Grill—the kangaroo soup
was fantastic, but the meat platter was cold and we had already tried, or tried on the rest of the tour, the
meats that were included ... Not sure if you could just limit it to the soup or have a chat to them about
doing something different with the meats ... the crocodile was really unappetising, as was the kangaroo,
which I usually love. The camel and emu were good!
Bob's ability to produce amazing meals in the middle of barren campgrounds was amazing and his
cakes were brilliant!
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•
•

•
•
•

Oak Valley Homeland was such a surprise and a real highlight and I really enjoyed visiting the art
centres and learning about the different styles and the artists. Afghan traders was also a really good
inclusion in the itinerary, but as we found out it would definitely be best to organise in advance!!
I guess for me, the highlights were the Friday—it just couldn't have been better!! The camel to dinner
was brilliant, Bob's dinner under the stars was just amazing and I loved the Kungkas can Cook, more
for the company and the eclectic conversation that really gave an insight into Alice and her people than
the food (the food was great, but it was these other elements that really made the evening a stand-out).
The tour has really planted the seed of a very keen interest in Aboriginal art and wild foods and I just
want to learn more!!
Not sure if it would be possible to add an overnight camp, but that would really cap the tour off I
reckon, perhaps out at Oak Valley, or the night of Bob's dinner ... but perhaps it's not logistically
practical. For me, though, a night under the stars would have really capped the tour off.
The Desert Park was fantastic too!!

Thanks Joc, chat soon—I'm still missing all of you!!
Kellie
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Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research
Centre (STCRC) is established under the
Australian Government’s Cooperative
Research Centres Program.
STCRC is the world’s leading scientific
institution delivering research to support the
sustainability of travel and tourism—one of the
world’s largest and fastest growing industries.

Introduction
STCRC has grown to be the largest dedicated
tourism research organisation in the world,
with $187 million invested in tourism research
programs, commercialisation and education
since 1997.
STCRC was established in July 2003 under the
Commonwealth Government’s CRC program
and is an extension of the previous Tourism
CRC, which operated from 1997 to 2003.

Role and responsibilities
The Commonwealth CRC program aims to
turn research outcomes into successful new
products, services and technologies. This
enables Australian industries to be more
efficient, productive and competitive.

The program emphasises collaboration
between businesses and researchers to
maximise the benefits of research through
utilisation, commercialisation and technology
transfer.
An education component focuses on producing
graduates with skills relevant to industry
needs.

STCRC’s objectives are to enhance:
•

the contribution of long-term scientific and
technological research and innovation
to Australia’s sustainable economic and
social development;

•

the transfer of research outputs into
outcomes of economic, environmental or
social benefit to Australia;

•

the value of graduate researchers to
Australia;

•

collaboration among researchers,
between searchers and industry or other
users; and

•

efficiency in the use of intellectual and
other research outcomes.

